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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, March 26, I 969
Zeta Department To
Meet On Thursday

on the apron at
to illustrate the
1971 The plane

Dir Market
;tate Market News
?5-69 Kentiatity FurHog Market Report
0 Buying Stations.
1988 Head, Barrows
Fully 50 cents higher; (7
) 50 cents Higher.
/-240 lbs $21.00-21.50,
Few 1-2 $21.75;
I-240 lbs $20.50-21.00;
1-260 lbs $20.00-20.50;
I-280 its $19.50-30.00;
-350 lbs $17.50-18,25;
,-5450 1E1117.00-175;
-650 Its $16.00-17.00.
3 •.
"Anachronistic"
UPI. The three cents
d conduct allowance
if the navy is
"anach?ear Adm. M. C. Morold the House of Conot much to give a
tog Y85, sir' all day
all night," he ex-

;ALE

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Winter Hits
Nation Illud
Blow Today

10. Per Copy

Ails Speaker For
Calvert City Lions

Vol. LXXXX No. 72

R. K. Carpenter New
President, C of C

The Zeta Department of the
Willard Ails, pharmacist at
Murray Woman's Club will meet
the Murray-Calloway County
Thursday, March 27, at 7:30
Hospital spoke to the Calvert
p.m. at the club house.
City Lions Club on Thursday
Mrs. Dan Hutson will be in
night, March 20.
charge of the program and will
Ails spoke on the subject of
present
a
group of students by United Press Internationa "The Problems of Drug Abuse
A coroner's jury this morning
l
from
the speech department Heavy rain and
findings that Mr. Hensnow, whipp- In Our Communities". He menof Murray State University vAto ed
Robert K. Carpenter, manager
Buziteem died of a selfby gale force winds, sent tioned the causes of the Hippy
will discuss the "Electoral Col- rivers
of South Central Betl, was electgunshot wouncl on
coursing out of their Rebellion and discussed the
lege System".
ed president of the Murray
19. The report issued
banks, triggered power failures drugs that are abused and their
The students taking part will tied
Chamber of Commerce at the
Coronor Max IL Churchill
snarled transportation from effects.
be Terry Gee, Jim Stocks, Andy Ike
regular meeting Monday night
This was ladies night for the
Midwest to New England,
11:15 this morning was'
Morris, Hilda Bentley, Gary with frost
Paul Engle, manager of Carforecast as far South Calvert City Lions Club. The
the jury find from the eviden
Calthrop, and Mike Fitzgerald. as the
RED CROSS DISASTER PLANNING - Marvin Wrath.
rier Corporation, was named
meeting was held at the HoliGulf Coast today.
presented that Mr. liendricka
Hostesses for the meeting New York
vice-president, Jimmy Boone,
er, disaster chairman, seated in the center, discusses plans
City had more than day Inn west of Kentucky Dam,
Burkeen met his death from a
will be Mesdames Jack Bailey, two and a
with Mrs. Jean Blankenship, chapter executive, and Lester
secretary and Ray Brownfield,
third
inches
of rain
ainnicted gunshot wound".
Raymond T. Hewitt, Charles by late
treasurer.
Nanny, chapter chairman.
Tuesday night, causing
Shuffett, Voris Wells, Glen power
The jury was composed oI
Carpenter moved up from the
failures lasting as long
Scout
Boy
neap 77 complet- vice-presidency, where he had
Leonas Wyatt, B D. Ferguson,
Hodges, and Miss Louise Lamb. ash1
hours.
ed two conservation projects served the past year. Boone and
William Hobbs, Carlos Jones,
- -Thousands of
commuters werel
working in cooperation with the Brownfield were re-elected to
Axe McReynokls and Kenneth
Ininporarily stranded in 'Boston
Land Between the Lakes au- otheir posts.
Turner. The jury retired for
more than an inch of rain
tborities.
about fifteen minutes before
In other action last night, the
Several persons were charged,
ered a short circuit, &hurtThis past weekend sixteen board of directors set Thursrendering a decision.
down all trolley, trackless entered pleas of guilty, and boys hiked five
miles from Tur- day, April 17 as the date of the
Plans are underway to have
lley and rapid transit' ser- were fined in City Court of City key Creek to
Testifying this morning were The Murray High Junior class
the Eggners Ferry next annual meeting. Robert 0.
a Purchase Area Youthpower vice in
Judge William H. (Jake) Dunn
the city.
Robert 0. Miller, Judge Hall will present the comedy, "Fire
bridge. it was in the area a- Miller, Calloway County AttorFoods Conference similar to Brockton
; Mass., Mayor John during the past week.
'Winston, Deputy Carlton Mor- Away," In the Murray High
round the bridge that the scouts ney, was selected as the prinwhat they have on the state and E. Sullivan
P.
W.
Lassiter
was
charged
declared a state of
gan, Robert ROSS, Cletus Shel- auditorium, Friday, March 28
removed litter left in the camp- cipal- speaker.
national levels. It will be held emergency
as more than a -foot with driving while intoxicated ing areas by thoughtless campton, Leon Burkeen, Jim Wed- at 7:30 p.m.
A meeting for the revising April 4-5 at the Holiday Inn in
The annual meeting will be
and
made bond in the amount ers.
of water surrounded homes in
lock, Raymond Burkeen, Euhr Leading roles will be played and updating of the Calloway
The troop filled twenty held in the main ballroom of
Mayfield.
much of the city. Eighteen chil- of $150.00 to appear in court large, plastic containers.
Burkeen.
by Molly Stubblefield as Aunt County Disinter Manual was
the Waterfield Student Union
Approximately eighty teen- dren were
evacuated from a on February 21. When the sub- The unit then moved to a Building at 8:30
Miller detailed the actions of Lettie Booker, a 70-year-old held in the Caikevay County agers in the
p. in. All Chamarea will be in- sehool for the retarded
when it ject failed to appear, the bond badly washed, eroded area in ber Members will be invited to
he and Judge McCuiston when who likes to ride fire engines, Red Cross- chapter office re- volved in
the conference.
was
forfeited
was
in
the
amount
Mike
as
Keller
swamped
her
',thy
nephew,
floodwater
they had called on Mr. Burkeen
and cently. Marvin Wrather, DisLBL and planted 200 pine trees attend.
Speakers will include Dr.
concerning the obtaining of a usan Hale, her niece.
aster Chairman, has requested Harry Sparks of Murray, Mrs. and some 800 children were afore said, according to court to halt the damage. The prorecords.
takentrom-a
Advanced
nother
tickets ere 50 end that the American Nettonal Red BM
school when
deed -for right-of way for
jects-completed the unit, moved
Murphy of Paducah, Dr.
Others fined according to to Coition Creek,
touched off a fire alarm.
road which borders the Burkeer 5 cents. Tickets at the door Cross organization check the York Varney of
and established
the
University
court
records
were
Civil Defense officials orderwill be 80 and 90 cents.
are as follows: camp for the weekend. The
)
rm. He related that they
policies and procedures outlin- of Kentucky, and Robert RobreD. A. Young, disregarding mainder of the campout
ed sandbag protection along 800
%fell received by Mr. Burkeen
ed in our present plans.
was
erts of Greenville.
feet of the Passumpsic River in stop sign, fined $10.00 costs devoted to advancement
and were invited to at on thelEd
"Many things have changed
and
Registration is from four to Vermont and
the weather hu- $4.50.
front porch while he went to put
good fun.
since I was in charge of dis- six o'clock on Friday
afternoon man said many small streams
J.
Henry,
H.
Jr.,
disregarding
up a hoe he had been using to ,
Scouts
aster operations during the 1937 and the conference will
-participating in the
adjourn were raging out of their banks stop sign, fined $10.00 costs $4.cut briars with. They had first; wa
outing were David Keller, AlOhio river flood," stated Mr. Saturday afternoon.
5oIn
New
York's
Hudson
met him in a field near the
a nd
lan Lemons, David Gore, Steve
Wrether, "and I want to make
L. M. Jezik, disregarding stop Porter, Rawley Fair, Mark
Atohwak River systems and in
house and had talked with him
sure that we have modern and"
Thursign,
the
fined
$10.00
Adirondack
costs
$4.50.
Mountain area.
there.
man, Bobby Knight, Tim Walthorough plans for assisting ow Mrs.
C.
E.
Seay,
One
block
speeding, fined len, Ronnie Billington, Mike
of Canal Street in
Miller said that he sat on ai
citizens if a fire, tornado, or
Troy, N.Y., was closed when $15.00 costs $4.50.
First Vice President Z. C.
rocker on the front porch and
similar occurrence should strike.
Alexander, Mark Schmidt, Mike
Lonnie Tucker, public drun- Burkeen, Lynn Rogers,
pavement began crumbling into
The Amerioan Red Cross is
McCtuston was standing
Je f f Enix presided at the regular
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.- Oakley, Brad Boone,
a flooded creek.
lel-urged by congress as the agthe ground in front of the
and Tony meeting of the Murray Lions
Wind gusts up to 100 miles 50.
By CHARLES A. ROND
Club last night in the absence
ency which must assume this
Gardner.
north door of the house.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry will serve
W. B. Wilcher, public drun- Troop 77 meets each
They were startled, he said, liCE/dPHIS, Tenn (UPI) - responsibility at such times, and as Calloway County Chairman an hour were reported in VerMon- of club president, Codie Caldkenness, fined $15.00 cost* $4-- day, 8:30 p. in. in the
when Mr. Burkeen came from Democratic "farm boy" Ed we need to be prepared. This for the 1969 fund-raising cam- mont.
basement well. The meeting was held n
the door with a rifle and aimed Jones defeated
A commuter airplani skidded 50.
a candidate of county had two tornadoes in paign of the Kentucky Chapter
of the First Christian Church. the Murray Woman's Club
J. T. McCarthy, driving while Boys interested are invited.
George Wallace's American Par, 1964 and 1968, and we want to of The Arthritis Foundation, off a runway at Chicago's Meigs
House and was the annual chilit at Judge McCuistons
' Wadi
ity in a race for Congress 'rues be ready in any eventuality. We William P. Hoagland, Chapter Plibld'es the city was dusted intoxicated, amended to reckdren's night affair. Sixty-three
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
"Dahl da that
What art"
tliday. The Republican candidate would, of course, cooperate with !president, announced today. VOA cover of snow. The
Lions and 91 children were in
doing", Miller'cried.
Mr. Bur-lra
n third.
OM.
all community organizations in ;The drive will open here on
Into'ffainei,liutthe
antendasee.
keen than swung the rifle to-I
J.
J.
Rubino, public drunkenJones, 56, polled 32.698 votes, such actions. When our manual 'May 1.
occupants escaped injury. On
Stephen G. Mazak, chairman
of the Boys and Girls commitOther appointments include the city's West Side, a car ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Miller mid he felt that1-.. ivith only three of 357 precints is up-dated we will be meeting
J. W. Harris, public drunkenstill out, in the contest for the with individuals and groups to Mrs. Neva Gray Allbritten, trea- skidded on the snow-slick pavetee was in charge of the prorwas going to Poll the txtilde vacancy created by the death make sure
that our Volunteers surer; Mrs. Richard W. Knight, ment and crashed into a bnal ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. PADUCAH, Ky. (UPI) - Mc- gram and introduced Phil Sheland dived for the floor ia one
Cracken
County Sheriff Ken- ton, Murray High School Band
J. R. McGee, petty larceny,
of Rep. Robert A. "Fats" Eve and all persons in key positions A-Day chairman; Mrs. Kenneth injuring 10 persons.
shot went off. Judge McCuiston rett,
neth Burkhart was shot once in director whose students prewill be trained to meet their E. Harrell, special gifts chairD-Tenn.
Thirty - degree temperatures fined $25.00 costs $4.50.
grabbed the barrel of the rifle William
Rex Sirls, public drunken- the neck early today by a sented a musical program. MemJ. Davis of the Amer- responsibilities."
man; Mrs. John H. Belt, pub- dipped well into the South earand while he was holding it two
Those engaged in initlal-plan licity chairman. The drive has ly today, with Atlanta logging a ness, fined $15.00 coats $4.50. young motorist he stopped for bers of the band participating
ican Party had 16,332 votes and
more shots were fired. Judge
S. E. Wheeler, driving while speeding on Ky. 45.
Leonard Dunavant of the GOP ning are Robert W. Begue the sponsorship of the Kappa 38 reading. Extremes were six
were Donna Jones, Amy Wilson,
McCuiston testified that he was
Burkhart was admitted t o Mary Ann Taylor, Paula Owen,
intoxicated, amended to reck15,729. Sit independents in the Field Representative for the Department of Murray's Wo- degrees at Grandforks,
able to hold the barrel of the
less driving and disorderly con- Western Baptist Hospital here Judy Adams, Ernie Williams,
American Red ernes, Lester man's Club and Alpha Omicron and 69 at Key West, Fla.
race were not a factor.
gun up to keep Attorney Miller
duct, fined $125.00 costs $4.50, in serious condition and under- John McKee, and Rollie WilkDavis, 48, an insurance agent Nanny, Chapter Chairman, Mar- Pi Sorority at Murray State
High
pressure
areas
over
from being hit.
subject given twenty days in went surgery to remove the bul- erson.
from Covington, acknowledged vin Wrather, Disaster Chair- University.
northwester
n
Utah
and
Central
After disarming Mr. Burkeen
let.
Jones' win, stating, "I hope and man, and Mrs. Jean BlankenJohnny McDougal announced
"Arthritis is the nation's one Texas kept skies clear and tem- City jail suspended if he not
led attempting to get him to
Police said the sheriff was that the annual mop and broom
ship, Chapter Executive. Offic- crippling disease,
come
back
to
this
court
for
pray
trust
and
that
you
peratures
will
be
moderate
throughout
and a staggeraccomnanv than to town to see
the finest congressman in the ers of the Disaster Committee ing health problem in our own most of the .estern half of the a period of one year from this called to the scene of a break sale will be conducted by the
a doctor, Miller teat/flea, the
and entry when the speeding Lions April 22. McDougal and
date.
entire US. House of Represen- are Mr. Wrather, Robert 0. county. Medical authorities in- nation.
left. They did stop at sevMiller, Field Montgomery, and sist that
R. A. Alexander, reckless youth, about 20, sped past his Rex Thompson are co-chairmen
tatives."
this disease can be
homes along the way in an
driving, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. cruiser.
But Davis said he considered Mrs. Susie McDevitt.
of the sale.
overcome, but it takes committo find some neighbors
L. W. Decker, public drun- Burkhart gave chase and enRob Ray, a trustee of the KenIt "an auspicious beginning"
ment
generosity.
and
During
our
might gpo to the Burkeen
***
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.- countered the assailant when tucky Lions Eye Foundation rethat he "came in ahead of one
campaign
we
going
are
to
call
but were unsuccessful.
the youth's car veered off the ported that the Lions Eye Re50.
upon every .individual and busnnortly after they reached of the two established parties."
Jackie Newberry, reckless highway. When the sheriff search Institute which is being
Davis
did
not
win
a
single
iness
to
its
do
part
help
to
town again, they received the
driving, fined $100.03 costs $4.- drove up the youth was out of built by the Lions throughout
county. But he ran ahead of
Strike Out Arthritis," the chairreport of Mr. Burkeen's death.
his vehicle. Burkhart walked the state of Kentucky is nearly
50.
Dunavant in every one of the
man
said.
•Several testified that Mr.
up and was shot at five times. completed and will be dedicatD.
A.
Bucy,
drinking
beer
12
counties
in
A
special
carried
program
by
on
'
the
"Total
Jones.
community support
Burkeen was in good spirits the
The vote was even lighter
was our goal in the 1989 cam- Hawaiian Islands was presented public, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. One bullet struck him in the ed June 14, 1989.
day before and both Miller and
D. K. Edwards, disregarding neck, police said.
Ray, Codie Caldwell, Z. C.
than
had
been
predicted with
paign so that increased national by the fifth grade class at the
Judge McCuiston testified they
The youth, described as about Enix, and District Governor
less than 65,000 of the district's
research into the causes and a meeting of the Kirksey Elemen- stop sign, fined $10.00 costa
were treated in a friendly and
8-2. 220 pounds, and wearing a George Ligon recently attended
cure for arthritis can be con- tary School Parent-Teacher As- $4.50.
cordial manner before the shoot- 180,000 registered voters going
R. P. Hake, disregarding stop light-colored coat and dark trou- a meeting of the foundation in
sociation held on Tuesday at
to
the
polls
on
a
day
that
turntinued
expanded.
and
ing incident.
sign, fined $10.00 costs $4.50. sers, commandeered a passing Louisville. The research instied chill_ and gray.
"A long time crusader against 1:30 p.m. at the school. ,
Robert 0. Miller, 1969 Fund
Miller told the jury that "no
J. L. Harrell, reckless driv- car, took the motorist hostage, tute was built at an approxiJones,
a
dairy
farmer
mankind's
from
oldest
crippler",
Mr.
Campaign Chairman, for the
person had ever told me about
and fled with him in the auto. mate cost of $2,000,000.00 and
Mrs. Thrya Crawford, class ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
the
tiny
Gibson
County
Hoagland
town
remarked,
of
"Arthritis
Calloway County Red Cross
any trouble with Hendricks
Burkhart has been sheriff of is to be operated by the Uni-teacher, directed the students
K.
S.
Harrison,
disregarding
Yorkville,
refused
campaign
been
around
has
long
so
that
Burkeen". He said that no one
Chapter, requests that all camthis western Kentucky city for versity of Louisville. The Lions
in
a
program
narration,
stop
of
sign,
tined
$10.00
help
costs
from
party
officials
people
take
from paign workers turn in their
a 'what's the use'
iead ever approached him to
the past three years.
i songs, and a hula dance pertain- $4-50.
of Kentucky built the building
out of state, saying that he felt solicitations
tell him not to go to the home
no later than this attitude. This apathy must be ing to the Haviian Islands.
W.
J.
Raclin,
In an effort to prevent blindspeeding,
he
"knew
fined
the
needs of the peo- week.
overcome by a new and powerand that there had never been
Songs they sang were "Hawaii" $15.00 costs $4.50.
ness as sight conservation is one
The Board of Directors will ful effort towards eliminating ,"Blue Hawaii". "My Little Grass
any unpleasantness or trouble. ple of the 8th District."
R. L. Foster, leaving scene of
of the main projects of Lions.
He criticized both Davis and meet Tuesday,
arthritis.
time
The
to
start
is
Judge McCuiston said that no
April 1, and will
Shack",
"Anchors
Away", accident, fined $50.00 costs $4.one had ever told him not to go Dunavant for "allowing outsid. need to know the amount raised now. Our 1969 campaign in '"Over Hill Over Vile", a nd 50.
era
to
run
their
campaigns."
Calloway
County
be
will
a
maso that they can make plans for
to the home and since sailing
G. M. Pierce. drinking beer in
Gov. Buford Ellington was the
jor step In the right direction." ,"Aloha Oe".
coming year.
on property 'owners for road
NEW YORK (UPI) - Four
public, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
quick
to
express
satisfaction
Each of the students Bad an
The amount raised so far is
right of way was a common ocUS. air mail stamps made in
with
Jones'
victory,
which
kept
Hawaiian lei around their neck.
curance, he saw no need for
$2,171.00. Approximately $10,1918 wfth the plane flying upMrs. Crawford accompanied the
checking with anyone but Mr. the Democrats on top of a 54 000.00 is needed if all programs
side down brought a top price
split
in
the
state's
congressiona
l and _services continue.
'group on the piano. The class
.Burkeen.
of $115,000 Tuesday night in a
delegation.
expressed thanks to Mrs. RichMandatory programs by coo" Ruin Burkeen said his father
rare stamp auction held at the
"This is a well deserved per- greuional
Three
to
thefts
reported
were
ard
Armstrong,
Mrs.
Willie
had a heart condition which
charter are the see
Final rites for Charles 0. Waldorf Astoria.
limited his physical activity. sonal victory feir Ed and also vice to military and the disastei the Murray Police Department Wade Joseph, and Mrs Jewel
Mrs. Mable Jackson of Paris,
Over exertion or over excite- a key victory for the Democratic preparations. A spokesman stat on Tuesday afternoon. The McCallon for their help in mak- Purdy, retired lumberjack of Collectors and dealers paid a
Tenn., died Tuesday at three
party
in
Idaho,
Tennessee,"
today
were
held
2:30
at
Ellington
thefts
previous
had
to
occurred
of
lots
264
ing
$911,935
sailor
for
hats,
leis,
ment caused "blackouta" he
flags, and
total of
ed that this means that a cutsaid.
p.m. M the chapel of the J. H. rare stamps sold at auction ry p.m. at the Henry County Genthe flower arrangement.
testified.
back would by necessity in- this date.
eral Hospital, Paris, Tenn. She
Jones
said
Churchill
he
Funeral
Home
would
with
be
Thomas
on
his
Herrold,
N.
of
Jr.,
the Robert A. Siegel Auction
He. also testified that he had
volve the blood program, which
was a native of Calloway Counseen his father the evening be- way to Washington, where he Is this county's largest expendi- 714 College Court said a John- A large map of the Hawaiian Rev. William M. Porter officiat- Galleries Inc.
ty.
.was displayed.
ing.
fore and found him in good con- hoped to land positions on the tui-e from chapter funds, or son 20 h. p. motor was stolen on Islands
Mrs. Eugene Lamb gave the
Pallbearers were Herman "This is the greatest sum of
dition, friendly and in good spir- House Agriculture and Public other service programs such as March 21.
Survivors are her husband,
devotion reading from Philipp- George, Earl Cooper, Lester money ever realized in a single
Works committees, as soon as
A
shoes
pair
white
tennis
of
the
Learn-To-Sw
im
project,
Ots
ians 4:13, Galations 8:1-5, and Wilson, and Perry Valentine. auction session of rare stamps," Burton Jackson, one son, James
the vote is certified.
Nursing Services, First Aid, and was reported stolen from the
Lloyd Jackson, and one daugh"1 am just a farm boy," said
Interment was in the Murray a gallery spokesman said.
Health Building on the Murray Ephesians 3:14.
Volunteer services.
The air mail stamps were ter, Dorothy, an of Henry
The president, Mrs. Buddy Cemetery with the arrangethe former state agriculture
State
University
by
campus
Those who have not as yet
Anderson, presided and Mrs. ments by the J. H. Churchill sold to an anonymous buyer County. Tenn.'
:..crmmiuioner. "I don't need a
made a donation may do so by Ja'net Hagan of Embassy ApartBill C./let read the minutes in Funeral Home.
who bid by telephone.
vacation. All I need to do is sit
ments,
Murray.
mall or at the chapter office.
Also surviving are four feleA single stamp of the famous
sdowR and go to work."
Purdy, age 73, died Monday
am Stocks of Hart Hall Dor- the a6sence of the secretary,
cobra Pr•••
mitory, Murray State University, Mrs. Bobby Locke, whose son at the home of his daughter, plane error sold to Ezra D. ters, Mrs. George Pennington
and Mrs. Jesse Barnett of CalMrs. Charles George, Jr., 1702 Cole, a New York dealer.
said a black suit, six butkon was ill.
Isv Vaned Pewee International
FIVE-DAY FOROCAST
loway County, Mrs. Dessie SheAnnouncement was made of College Farm Road, where he
Considerably cloudy today
double breasted, size 40, had
kell and Mrs Lowell Jones of
with occasional light snow, high
been stolen from the meeting the Spring Conference to be had made his home for the past
Murray; three brothers, Lloyd
at year.
upper 30s and low 40s. Clearroom of the Student Union held Saturday, March
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) Houston, Henry Hopkins, and
ming and colder tonight, low in
Building, Murray State Univer- Reidland, and of the PTA men's
Bynum of Benton was
Wallace Houston, all of Calloand women's basketball games.
.LENTEN SPEAKER
the 210s. Partly cloudy and ra- The five-day Kentucky weather James
sity, on March 22.
outlook, Thursday through Mon- x-rayed at the emergency room
way County.
The PTA voted to have a
ther cool Thursday.
The Murray Methodist Youth
day.
of the Murray-Calloway County
Country and Western Music
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., Fellowship
TWO CITED
Sub-District
will
Hospital Tuesday about ten a. in.
Temperatures will average
show at a later date.
pastor of the First United Me- meet Tuesday,
Funeral services will be held
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 354.3,
March 27, at
to 15 degrees beloav the normal
The attendance award was thodist Church, Murray, was the seven
Two perso..s were cited
down 0.3; below dam 304.1, up
p. m. at the United Camp- Thursday at two p.m. friends
5845 highs and 3845 lows.
Bynum was released atter the the Murray Police Department wrii by the fifth grade room, guest speaker at the noon-day us
ILL
Ministry on North 15th may call at the home of her
n refreshrnehtiv Wire served Lenten service held today at Street.
son, James Lloyd. Jackson, in
Barkley Lake: 7 am. 354.4, Precipitaticin will total under x-ray. Officials at the hospital an Tuesday. They were for reck- and
-a quarter inch as rain and snow said Bynum had been in a oar less driving
Henry County,-Tenn., until the
0.1; below dam 311.4, up
and disregarding by the mpthers of the fifth the First United Methodist
All
members
are
urged
to
..
1-11e this week.
accident Monday night.
grade.
funeral hour.
a stop sign.
-2.hurch at Fulton.
attend.

Conservation
Projects By
Troop 77

Murray High Junior
Class To Present
Play On Friday

i

Several Persons
Fined In Court
Of Judge Dunn

Disaster Is Youth Fellowship
Discussed By Meets On Thursday
M.0.Wrather

ones
Ins seat
Of Everett

Band Gives
Program For
Lions Club

Lowry WM
Serve As Chairman
In Arthritis Drive

Paducah Sheriff
Is Shot In Neck

IN

Fifth Grade Class
Presents Program
For Kirksey PTA

Red Cross
Workers Urge
Donations

Stamps Sell For
Record Price

Three Thefts Are
Reported To Police

Mrs. Jackson
Dies Tuesday

Charles 0. Purdy
Rites Held Today

.1YEATHER WORT

James Bynum Is
Treated, Hospital

Youth Conference
Planned April 4-5
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The Murray High Tigers, foot- be in good shape.
Wade Outball team has completed 12 days land has shown great improve- Clopton, Barry Stokes and Pat and if the experienced boys
Ryan are working hard and like Tripp Williams, Witham,
of spring practice and the teem ment as a tackle and
several of should come through this fail. Belmar, Brandon, Blalock and
Is beginning to show the 'Men- the younger boys
are looking Tripe Williams, 6' 2" 196 lb. Ciark live up to their potential,
et and so some weaknesses; good. At guard, K. Belmar,
of the 1969 squad. Fifty-eight Gerald Turner, Bob Spann, end is working hard and sho- the Tigers should have another
uld be the best end in the good year.
boys are out for the team and Mike McCue, Mike Keller,
Mike W. K. C.
The spring game will be the
the squad's morale is real good, Finley and several freshmen
all
The coaches feel that they first week in April. The date
although sickness his handi- look capable. At center, Chris
have the nucleus of a fine team depending on the weather.
capped some of the boys the
past week. As of now, it looks
like the Tigers will be a little
larger than teual from end to
end, and imaller in the backfield but several of the backs
are real quick. Jimmie Brandon, 175 lb. fullback-quarterback
Is looking real good, both on
offense and defense and Mil
be the best punter in the W. X.
C. He can play any position in
the backfield and that will be a
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big help. Dayton Lassiter, Dow
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Ryan
and
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team
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George
Rowland Raffia.
s
Casein°,
senior
67 41
Ezell Beauty School 67 41
from Hillside, III., (kneeling) and Cranbury, N.J., Jun- Fitch, Bobby Henry and several
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. UPI. Murray
ior Gregory Wilcenski, take turns making a few prac- boys up from the freshman
Beauty Salon 60 48
SOUTHERN STAR
Richard
Petty of Randleman, Jerry's
COUNTRY STYLE
57 51
tice shots on the putting green. Coached by "Buddy" team. Bryant, Carroll, McCuisN. C. still leads the pack in the Bank of Murray
ton and Williams all have the
51 57
Hewitt,
the
15-member
Ohio Valley Conference team ability to develop into good
National Association of Stock Car Owen Food Market
50 III
began season play early in March.
Auto Racing point standings, but Country Kitchen
passers and Tripp Willi
40 R''VI§
Photo by Wilson Woolley Steve Tinsley and John RayDavid Pearson of Spartanburg, Carroll Volkswagen 33 75
burn
good
receivers.
are
C., is closing the gap.
pass
Clifford's
Gulf
26
82
S. Pearson's
Joe Friday and Dan Hutson
third-place finish in
High Ind. Average
from the freshman team are lthe Southeastern 500 race at Bobbie Garrison
160
eo good end prospects. Charlie
Bristol, Tenn., Sunday gave him
2nd High Ind Average
FIRST CUT
Robinson, a halfback, has lots
96 points for a total of 723, while Marilyn Parks
/10
ability
of
could
develop
and
inPetty came in seventh for 88 and
3rd High hid. Averse"— By FRED DOWN
C
a 748 total.
Mildred Hodge
rookie outfielder Don Young to a real fine player. At quart1111/
UPI Sports Writer
High Teem Game WHC
also homered for the Chicago terback, Randy Lowe is lookJames Hylton of Inman, S. C.
LB.
The gag in the Cleveland In. Cubs in a 5-3 triumph over the ing good and if he can add
LB.
is in third place in the national Johnson's Grocery
1106 dians' training
,some weight, he could be out
camp is that San Diego Padres.
High Teem 3 Games WHC
driver point race with 680.
Tony Horton "became a hitter"
Ron Hunt went 3-for-3, rals- standing. Roy Knight, a real
Lee Roy Yarbrough has won Johnson's Grocery
3036 when a $1 haircut
KRAFT
caused his iqg his spring average to .525, hard worker, is also a -good
High Ind. Game WHC
$44 040 so far this season, but
lyin Grove
cap
• '
to fill over his' eyes.
prospect at quarterback.
Willie
McCovey
and
Dick
and
stands only 14th on the point Jean Chancey
277
In any event, the fl-foot, 3- Dietz drove in a total of seven
The tackles are led by Big
High Ind. Series WHC
list at 387. Pearson is the secinch right-hander has been
Mildred
runs as the San Francisco "Burt" Witham who has the
Hodge
ond biggest money winner with
673 slugging the ball
all over the Giants walloped the Oakland physical ability to be the best
$34,250 and Petty has won $29,- LaVaughn Latimer
675 Arizona landscape
during the Athletics 12-3. Dick Green had amide in the W. K. C. Hollis
—Mildred Hodge, Sec.
750.
10 days since his locks w-n-e
two doubles and a single for Clark, Richard Blalock and Joe
Other point leaders are Neil
shorn and has raised his spring the Athletics.
Dalton are all big strong boys,
Or JAM
Castles of Charlotte, N. C., 581;
Media
ao the tackle position should
I he marathon race was first average to .330. He came thrButler,
Bill
5-3
Montgofor
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ough again Tuesday when he mery last season, yielded
introduced at the Olympics
only,
in
549; John Sears of Ellerbe,N.
' C., Athens in
singled to contribute to a three. a single by George
1896.
2 Box 99c
18 Oz.3
Thomas in
41
542; Henley Gray of Rome, Ga.,
run rally and then homered in
the third inning as he pitched
.524. Bobby Allison of Hueytown,
the ninth to give the Indians
a one-hit 4-0 win for the Kansas
niversity of Oregon
Ala., 522; Bobby Isaac of Catawon the a 6-5 victory
over the Seattle City Royals over the Boston
wba, N. C., 521; and Friday Hass- first tiCA A basketball champion- Pilots.
Red Sox in a five-inning game.
ler of Chattanooga, Tenn., 444. ship 45. beating Ohio State 4.6.
Ron Santo drove in three runs Joy Foy hit
a two-run homer
33 in 1939.
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with a homer and a single and
against his former teammates.
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the spring and two singles and
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the Randleman, N.
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who is spending
Baltimore Orioles to an 8-2
his first year in a Ford, and
victory over the Washington
I Lb. Pkg.
defending grand national chamSenators.
pion David Pearson give the
10 Oz. Jar
7 Oz. Box
On other fronts: Joe Torre
Ford Talladega's new 429 cubic
had two singles and Dal Maxinch engine its first competitive
vill and Phil Gagliano homered
test today when they battle
in the St. Louis Cardinals' 10-5
for the pole position in the
decision over the Minnesota
$109,000 Atlanta 300.
Twins . . . Don Drysdale was
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
ably IN most unusual off-season
Petty and Pearson, from
Ronnie Kline, who appeared shelled for six runs and six
UPI Executive Sports Editor
occupation-gravedigger.
in 56 games last year and won hits in six innings as the Mont- Spartanburg, S. C., were two of
14 &Jeers who drew spots TuesThe third rookie in the starting 12 games and saved four, is exSHEDD'S
IGA
real Expos whipped the Los
BRADENTON, Fla. UPI - Ler- lineup could be catcher Manny
pected to be a tower of strength Angeles Dodgers B team 6-3. day for today's qualifying runs
I ry Shepard is a manager who has Sanguillen, a native of Panama in the bullpen
to
decide the first eight places
again.
Jim Wynn's two-run first a "way" with young players. And who hit .316 at Columbus.
for Sunday's stock car race aInning homer paced the Houston
that's exactly what the Pittsburgh
"I know there's been a lot of
Southpaw Pitching Weak
Astros over the Atlanta Braves round the 114-mile oval of AtPirates may need this year with talk that Sangiiillen is our No. I
. . . Tony Perez hit two lanta International Raceway.
3-1
as many as three rookies in the catcher and maybe that's the
Other Ford drivers running
The Pirates nave a weakness homers and two doubles and
lineup.
way it will be," says Shepard. in lefthanded pitching strength. drove in six runs as the Cin- today are rookie Swede Savage,
.".'•
A solid outfield led by Roberto "But Jerry May last year's reg- Behind
Veale, the chief hope is cinnati Reds blitzed the De- Don Tomberlin and Elmo Lang."."3 Clemente and Matty Alou, plus ular with a .219 average has been Luke
Walker, who was used al- troit Tigers 16-1. Chuck Hin- leer.
Qt Jar
Twin Bag39c
a real staff pitching leader in looking very good dawn here." most
In Mercurys will be defendentirely in relief last year ton hit a three-run homer and
Steve Blass, give the Pirates
ing
Atlanta
500 champion Cale
Alou, who hit .332 last year and had no victories and three Andy
Messes-smith
pitched
hope of moving into contention and lost the league batting crown saves
despite a good 2.03 earned seven shutout innings in the Yarborough and Daytona 500
winner Lee Roy Yarbroug4,.
the National League's new to Cincinnati's Pete Rose by run
average. The only other left- California Angels' 12-2 romp
There Ism be six Dodge dris.
Eastern Division.
only three points, Clemente, who ies on the roster are rookies over the Hawaii Islanders of
era in today's qualifying, includBut Shepard, who spent 18 yea- dropped to .291 last year after Denny
Riddleberger and JimShe- the Pacific Coast League.
ing BrLstoi 500 winner Bobby
DEL MONTE
PRIDE atl- IL L INOIS
s as a minor league manager winning his fourth league batting Ilenback,
GERBER
who may not stick.
Allison, Buddy Baker, Bob by
tore taking over the Pirates title the year before with .357;
GOLDEN
But Shepard is the kind of
Isaac, Dave Marcia Charlie Glor the injury-ridden1968 season, and Willie Stargell, who disa- manager
who has success in
each and Paul Goidanith.
ill have to find a rookie solution ppointed with a .237 average bringing
young players, especiFrank Warren of Augusta,
the Pirates' infield problems last year despite 24 homers, ally pitches,
WKHEORLNEELB
ABY
along and perhaps
Ga., the 14th would-be qualifier,
'
they are to battle the Cards, make up the outfield.
some of the newcomers will blwill
drive
a
1967 Chevelle.
ubs, and Phlls for eastern leaOz.
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Can
Stargell has been perplexing oom for him.
The drivers will race the clock
rship.
Drink
for the Pirates. They figured
"You have to let each kid
303 Can
for two baps today with the
"Yes, we'll have a number of after his 1966 season in which develop
in his own way," is how
best time for any one lap dees in the lineup," says She- he hit .315 with 33 homers that Shepard explains
some of his
ciding the pole position. Milpard, "But we've got some migh- he was on the way to superstar- philosophy
with rookies. "Each
lion, from Hueytown, Ala, set
Strained Jar
ty good veterans to work with dom. Instead he slipped to .217 of them
has something in the
the track record lest year with
em."
In '67 and then .237 last year. way of talcdit or he wouldn't
qualifying lap of 136.805 miles
Shepard observed tartly that the have come Was far. You have
per hour.
Max At Second
Pirates "have been waiting a to look for that something and
The 429a were outhrived from
U.
• S. NO. 1
while for Stargell to have a big develop it, even though it may
competition
FRESH, CRISP
eariier
FRESH NEW
because
RED
Only one veteran is a certain year."
Ford did not have the required
not tit into some preconceived
starter in the infield, howeverBlass, who leaped to stardom notion of exactly how a pitcher
SOO in stock. Petty, driving the
second baseman Bill Mazeroski, last year, figures from his 18-6 should throw or
"old" 427 wedge engine, won
a batter should
32, who skidded to a .251 record to be the club's No.
the Riverside 500 in His first
1 swing.
batting average last year. Short- pitcher. Last year, the 26-yeaie
race as a Ford driver and PearOS
"You have to see that they do Gettlrnoro
atop Gene Alley is uncertain with old righthander opened the seaNew York
son woo the Rockingham 500
the basic things right, of course, Cklivelood
If 17:15 S3,,
- with the
the shoulder ailment that ham- son in the bullpen, had only one but yoti have to permit
mine engine two weeks
each iviti::i'd
Pound Bag
Large Stalk
pered him during 1968. If Alley victory in April and Mar, then player to develop
aelehlellie .sdist.ss.
:
i :Hit. ago.
his own style.
can't make it, 5-toot-4 Freddie suddenly became a star. Down Imagine, for example,
"The
old
427
was
iiWinesete
good
to
what would
1 .S1 1 — in," mid Ford racing manager
Patch will play short but Shepard the stretch his feats included happen if you tried to
i'VilelTre:i.
Make every Oak
loml
Jacque Paasion, "but nowadays
admits, "I'd like to have Alley nine straight wins. Blass played young hitter adopt Stan
6 I :X I
S•atIN
.357
Musial's
Kansas City
_
1 111
9 :El 6'
' you can't afford to land on part
th there to play with the kids." in the minor leagues for She- batting stance."
Lb.
Kids must start at the infield pard, and that could be an omen
accomplishments.
We
have
Shepard had plenty of time in
great
Today's
Games
corners, at first, it will be either for other voune Pirates.
expectations
for the 429,
'68 to develop his philosophy as
AMOt VS. Con,.. City of west Palm
which we feel is the most adrighthended Bob Robertson, who
Shepard lists as his other prob- he watched Alley, Clemente, Mac- Bagel Cia
C incinnati WI. Now York. N. it Tampa.
minced
lock racing engine in
missed the whole 1968 season ably starters tall righthander eroski, and Stargell
play all or Pia
Humeri vs PhIladolettia at Clearwater, the industry."
after a kidney operation, or left- Dock Ellis, 6-5, lefthander Bob most of the year with
injuries. Fi os Amities vs. Altnneseta it Wee
Yarborough, from Timmonsbanded Al Oliver, who hit .315 Veale, 13-14, and righthander Bob
If the Pirates are going to
elle, S. C., will seek Sunday to
Fah vi. Chimed, A. et Bradenton.
at Columbut. Both have looked Moose, 8-12. Jim Bunning, who move up in '69, it will
.,
Ib
iri
vq
be up to
tie retired Fred Lorenzen's rectouls vs. Deitch of St. Petersburg,
good in training.
had been counted on last year these same veterans to make
ord of winning the Atlanta 50X
"
At third it will be Richie Heb- as a starting ace, wound up at comebacks and for some
Nicosia. N. Ye. CNiveland V Scottsdale.
of She- Sri,.
three years in a row. The 334ear, good fielder with a rifle arm 4-14 after a year filled with in- pard's rookies to come through,
Francisco vs Seattle of Verne*, AMY
'animism vs Weraninotav it Miens, Cl.
lap race is scheduled to begin at
Calla,. vs Oakland at Palm Sor,n01.
Olio hit .276 at Columbus. Hebner juries and is a questionmark too. At his point, it appears
to Calif
1 p. m. EST and 80,000 specto-the major leagues prob- this season.
Detroit
vs
Now
Lakeland
York,
A.
at
be asking a lot,
Fla
tators are expected.
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Presides At Meet

WEDNEEIDAY — MARCH VI,

RIR REMPI
Home Department Has Special Programs
Phone 753-017 or 751-4947
At Annual Luncheon At Club House

4

0

Of Rainbow Girls
Kim Barbie Keel, worthy advisor, presided at the meeting
of Murray Assembly No 10 Or
der of the Rainbow for Girls
hied on Tuesday, March 18, at i
n ad.:k in the evening at
the Masonic Hall.

Mrs. Claude Miller, and Mrs.
Clifton Key to serve on the nominating committee.
Mrs. Stamps said a box will
be at the next meeting for
members to write their suggestions for programs for next year.
"Wear and Tell, Sing Along" The meeting was closed wit*
was the theme of the program the group joining hands and
The minutes were read by
with Mrs. Winnle Fiuegge, Mrs singing "Blest Be the Tie" with
the recorder, Miss Betsy Riley. Future Teachers Of
Downs-McClure Engagement
Burnett Warterfleld, and Mrs. Mrs. Vetter Orr as the leader.
Plans were completed for the America Chapter
Veter Orr as the leaders.
practice and potluck supper on
A potluck luncheon was servEach member of the depart- ed from the table centered with
At Calloway Meet
March EL
ment was asked to wear some- a lovely arrangement of spring
The Calloway County
Miss Keel reminded the girls
thing old and tell the members flowers.
:
Cha
to continue working on the ter of the Future Teachers
about it. Among the items worn
money making project of sell- America held its regular mon*
Mesdames Herman Brunk,
was a shawl by Mrs. B. J. Hoff- Carl Lockhart, Nix Crawford,
ing greeting cards and stallon- ly meeting Thursday, March
by
made
was
said
it
who
man
at 8:30 am. There were eiDIS
Bryan Tolley, Winnie Fluegge,
eiy.
By Abigail Van Buren
her grandmother who sheared Dwight Crisp, and Maude Nance.
officers, seventeen membell.
Members present were Barand
wool,
sheep,
carted
the
the
were in charge of the arrangeDEAR ABBY: I am a 16-year-oid girl who is disgusted with bie Keel. Lynn Watson, Marilyn and the sponsor, Mrs. Obese
wove the shawl.
Miller, present.
ments.
the U. S. A. Tonight I read in the newspaper where a IS-year- Lasater, Angela Beane, Betty
showed
Clifton
Key
a
Mrs.
The meeting opened *lb
Old mem volunteered to join an army reserve unit but was Riley, Denise Keleher, Irene Ruth Ann Barrow reading
black net silk handkerchief her
Me
Futrell,
Paulette
Markovich,
parents had while they were
teemed dome because his HAIR was too beg
clesiastes 3:1-8 from the Bible.
Linda Showman, Pat Evans,
courting one another, and Mrs.
The PTA pledge was given 1111
Abby, for Gede sake, be VOLUNITERED to serve his Donna Boyd, Joyce Winchester,
Alfred Ta:lor showed a Bible
a club ritual. Mary Janice Moremery,and they woukhet have him - and what for? His hair! ICJIJ Kimball, and Pam Pale ton, secretary, called the
older than one used by Abraroll
chill.
I have as
ham Lincoln Whis augural.
HOW TO SAVE YOUR
heard of anything so ridiculous in all my life!
and read the minutes of the
Adults present were Mrs.
A silk scarf that had been
HEALTH
meeting. The financial relast
handed down for five generatFirst the purulent complains because of draft-card Frances Churchill, mother ad- port was given by the treasurBanks and other financial in*
ions was shown by Mrs. R. A. stitutions are constantly urging
burners, then when someone wants to fight for his country they visor, and Mrs. Lillian Robert- er, Dortha Jackson.
son.
Slinker. It is given to the young- their customers
tell him be can't because of his hair style. And the
The president announced the
to save: "Save
The Bert meeting will be held
est granddaughter and will Las for a
date of the State FM Conventestablishment weeders why the youth rebels. I am ready to on
home" . .. "Save for
'Tuesdey, April I, at seven ion,
Becky
possession
Miss
of
the
In
May
2-3.
amendment
An
to
peck my bags and move to Australia.
DISGUSTED
vacation" . . . "Save for , a colp.m. at the Masonic Hall.
Robertson, Mrs. Shaker's grandthe PTA Constitution was pass
•••
lege fund" .• . "Save for redaughter,
next.
ed by the club.
DEAR DISGUSTED: Men be the servee mast est their
Mrs. Herman Brunk showed tirement."
The club members elected
It is a good idea to be pruMir se regulatisa — jest as they must dress safferady. 'There
wedding shoes, size 3%,
her
Calloway County
the following officers for the
made of white silk with pointed dent and to save for worldly
are mend mum fer this eget as there are argenemits
900-70
year:
Kathy
Stubble1-H Teen Club Has
toes and a spool heel. Other possessions, however one thing
laver of one's "right" to his InOvidoelity. I
net se sure
f4. president: Sharon UnderItems shown by the members you cannot save for the future
Regular Meeting
oo
you'd fled I any Efferent In Anelraila.
vice-president; Wanda
included antique jewelry, glov- is your body.
The March meeting of the Garrett, secretary; Dortha Jackes, etc.
The human body functions
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the man who thought his Calloway County 4-H Teen Club son, treasurer; Ann Mathis, reThe department chairman, best when the body
was held recently with the porter; Dwain Rogers, perils;
and mind
wife was is love with her doctor brought to mind the following: American
Mrs. John Stamps, presided and are thoroughly
and 4-H pledges be- mentarian; Cynthia Cooper, phoexercised. When
I vaguely recall some of the outlandish things I said when I ing said by the
Crawford,
appointed
Bun
Mrs.
'members and tographer; and Betsy Riley, re
they are not, they have a tenwas coming ote of the anesthetic after having given birth to coders.
fresiucent chain-Ian.
dency to atrophy. For example,
my first child.
After the refreshment period,
if you carry a normal arm in a
A special program gives
Alonthly Birthday
on "4-fl Club Awards Program" the meeting was adjourned by
sling for a period of time, the
I admired and trusted my obstetrician. I was extremely
Rita Farris, president.
muscles become weak and
Party
Held By
grateful for the care be had given me, and, of coarse, I was was explained by Glen
•• •
smaller. Under x-ray examinaglad to have it all over. In my cOnscieus state I wouldn't have area agent in youth. He ex
Theta
Departme
nt
',Mined the National 4-H Clu
tion, changes will be observed.
kinked at this doctor twice. He was old, short, fat, and homely Congress,
MISS JUDITH ANN DOWNS
The monthly birthday party
National 4,H Clu
in the bone structure. This
sag III
Ts yang, tall .r.d handsome, but for some Conference, Camp Minawak
held by the Theta Department
(Photo by Love)
of the Murray Woman's Club same deterioration takes place
crow
myself ....ding things to my doctor that Purchase Area Youth Powp
for students in. the Special Edu- with other muscles, organs,
may a woman would say In the man she loved.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Stokes of Murray Route
Conference, Junior Conservation
Three an- cation Class at Murray High limbs, and functions when not
Wednesday,
Meech
M
I
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of
Leadership Camp, Older Youth
their niece, School was held on Monday af- used enough. What it amounts
The Welcome, Wagon New.: Judith Ann
1 believe doctors lei imiariy ednidriglineledem_huni
iliar Conference -asid-tbr-IPTIC-yrsDowns, to Don Wilson McClure, son of Mr. Ind
to is that the body is meant to
Mrs. ternoon.
comet's Bridge will meet at the, Grayson
With this type of thing. It's not at al unleemil. Ws only
McClure. of Panorama Shores, Murray.
be active, and when it is used
temporary, and I think it's called "transference."
The Dairy and Beef contest Holiday Inn at 7:30 p.m. with!
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Guy
Simmons and
James Cavitt celebrated his properly, good health results.
Marino as hostess. the late Mrs.
to be held on the Campus of Mrs. James •
NO HARM DONE
Simmons
of Murray, and also the late Mr. and Mrs ninth birthday on
••
Monday. He
The effects of inactivity are
University of Kentucky was anS. R. Downs.
was the only student in the often more disabling than
Women of Oeks Country Cita
DEAR NO HARM:el/mere right. And there is se harm movie-art A training meeting
those .
a
The
groom-e
lect
is
the
grandson
of
Mr.
class
and
that
Mrs. Dane
had a birthday this of the natural processes of age.
done as lees as Is ugly temporary, eel yea Met treader tee will be held for all members will meet f9 bridge at 0:36 McClure and Rev.
and
Mrs.
Loyd
D.
Wilson,
all from Murray.
month.
meek.
This is one of the reasons *hy
to learn more about judging LL. Mrs.'Thomas Jones, 158Miss Downs is a 1965 graduate of Murray High School
1W is
and
doctors
of chiropractic a n d
livestock. The County Style
Ii presently a senior at Murray State University.
•••
Mrs. Harold Beaman, chairThe groom-elect is also a graduate of Murray High
DEAR ABBY: Once you told a girl who wrote in and said Show will be held on Saturday.
man of the Theta Department other health authorities seek to
The Pottertown Homemakers
School
May 3, but the meeting place
keep senior citizens busy.
In 1988, and he is presently a junior at Murray
elsa seer SA asked to dance that if she wouldn't staid is a
State University. of the club, presented James
has not been ahnounced. Sat- Club will meet at the Holiday He is employed at Taylor Motors.
Activity and exercise are eswith a birthday cake and specInn at 10:30 am. Note change
--arsissi w*a bench of other giris she Might get asked I urday,
May 10, was announced
The wedding will be an event of Saturday, June 7,
at the lel game. Party hats were given sential for the body and the
lhat advise altbo at the time V=e781041 Is as the Comity Rally Day. This lin date.
Cherry
Corner Baptist Church, Murray.
•••
each of the children.
mind. They not only stimulate
Veil, I just came from my Int
=
ir
&we and gives the members an opportinterest and add spark to life,
The general luncheon meettemit Ilhotilvice and I was chosen. Thook yaw
unity to express themselves being of the Murray Woman's Club
Assisting Mrs. Beaman in the they also stimulate circulation
fore an audience. The 4-H ExPLAIN BUT PICKED
will be held at 10:30 can. with Maurice Humphrey
serving
was Mrs. Earl Warford, and add tone to the body. In 0
change Trip was explained for
Mrs. Oscar C. Sowards, state Cupf epeakPr At
DEAR PICKED: Geed! New a few mare helpful wards ea members 15 years
teacher of the class. Mrs. John the final analysis, one of the
and older.
president, as speaker.
that sobeect. II yea elimuld have to stud amend with ether
Long has been chairman of the important ways to save your
Judy Kelso presided at the
-iirho Luncheon
us.
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Mills, birthday parties for the Theta health is to use your body . ..
girls, dui pick the pretest sees. A smart cram never hangs meeting. Other members at.
The executive board meeting
Jr.. 806 College Court, announce Department since this was start- and use it properly...A__
around peacocks.
tending were Ellen Watson,
-Maurice Humphrey was the
of the Austin PTA will meet at
five birth of a daughter, Cyn- ed last year. She and her famJayne Scott, Cathy Lockhart, the
guest speaker at the luncheon
.
7
.
1.1c SCSvIcI 5(11541 do- Twi
thia Leigh, weighing seven ily are moving to Savannah, GA (1
home of Mrs Bill Threet,
meeting held by the Alpha DeDEAR ABBY: I reed that letter from the man who Christy Lockhart, Andy Arm- 004 Elm Street, at 9:30 11.111.
pounds one ounce, born on Sat
strong,
partment
Danny Williams, Kerry
of the Murray Wo- urday, March 72, at nine
•••
delivered oil and repaired furnaces. and I think it's pure
man's Club on Saturday, March
Williams, Corky Williams, and
at the Murray-Calloway County
hogwash. Furthermore be did a good job degrading women
'Thursday,
March V
22, at noon at the club house.
Joe Crutcher. Arlie Scott and
1 Meee been msuried Wager than be has, and for 30 years I Glen Sims, leaders, were
The Wrangleri Riding Club "Blue Skies and Clear Water" Hospital.
preThey have another daughter,
have gene into different homes as an appraiser for the sent
will meet at seven p.m. at the wet the theme of this very in.
•.
goverment. I have entered white banes, colored homes,
Calloway County Court House. teresting discussion of air ane Kimberly, age five, and a son,
Office Hours 9-6 Mon. thru Hat
Everyone is invited to attend. water pollution. He told why Jimmy, age four.
Catholic, Protenant asd Jewish homes, mid I have yet to have
Grandparents are Mr. and
•••
there are problems of pollution
the first woman invite me to May for "coffee, boom, breakfast, FHAWeek Is
Evening
Hours Mon. arid Fri.
Being
e MSU Women's Bridge and the efforts being made to Mrs. H. 0. Mankee of Fort Lauor you name it."
derdale,
and
31:s.
Fla.,
and
Mr.
That oil man didn't say how many complaints his employer Observed, Calloway will meet at the Student Union correct the situation.
James W. Mills, Sr., of Rigging,
Cafeteria at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. DorHumphrey had slides to show
received on his conduct, or bee many homes he was throws
This Week
ETHERTON-WUEST
is Nance 753-2588 and Mrs. Clin- the kinds of pollution and its Idaho
• ••
. out of.
National PHA Week., March ton Rowlett 753-5552 are
M. A. 1. OF LOUISVILLE
effects in the Purchase Area.
hosCHIROPRA
CTIC CENTER
Mr. aq‘Mrs. Lynn Doores of
ELM, is being observed by
The department chairman,
tesses. If not contacted, please
Wingo are the parents of a
GENERAL PRACTICE
Everyteey Ms a prelim. Where yews? Per a penised 000 high school youth *crew , call one of the hostesses
or just Mrs. G. B. Scott, presided and daughter, Inger, weighing six
ACCIDENT & INDUSTRIAL INJURY CLINIC
reply mile to Abby, Bea Week Les Angelo&
the nation who are members al! come to the cafeteria that nignt. welcomed the members and
Neee
pounds 12e ounces, born on
the Future Homemakers of
easikee a Amp& salleaddreseed enuispeus.
guest.
Saturday,'March 22, at 10:30
America
i The Zeta Department of the
Hostesses for the meeting
p.m at the Murray-Calloway
MATZ TO MUTE UMW? SEND M TO 1111MT. 1101
This national youth organi-I Murray Woman's Club will meet were Mrs. Harry Jenkins, Mrs.
Phone 753-6642
Men 1,011 MeraftAti. CAL..401111111, KS ABET'S 1100•31.11LT. sation of home economics stu- ' at the club house at 7:30 p.m. Henry McKenzie, Mrs. Robert C..unty Hospital.
101 Ncrtb
Grandparents are Mr. and'
Res. 753-7112
*110W TO WHITE ILETIMES /OM All.
Purally, Ky. 411011
dents in junior and senior high, Hostesses will be Mesdames Hornsby. Mrs. Rutsell Terhune,
Edward
Wimp;
Mrs.
Oakley
of
schools provides opportunities Jack Bailey, Raymond T. Hew. Mrs. Edwin Larson, and Miss
and Mr. and Mrs. Hal Doores of
for developing individual and at, Charles Shuffett. Voris Mildred Hatcher.
Kirksey.
• ••
group initiative in planning and ! Wells, Glen Hodges, and Miss
Great grandparents are ben
carrying out activities related Louise Lamb.
Tennie Byers of Benton and
•••
to the science of homemaking. 1
Mrs. Vaudie Edwards of KirkComposite Girl
The FHA Chapter in Calloway
The women of the Salem Bapsey.
County High School has • ar- ! tist Church will have a shower
•••
ranged
s in aotservusy schedule uoacenaly.
Mr. sinEl
d
YORK
NEW
UPI
friend
—A
151.5
observance
National and
ivlirs IMW
daCha
Yne rP
lehse,l"
at
Th 3f Jules Podell. owner of the
.7...opacabana night club, asked
theelpcshun
deeigned
FRA Weett focus pu
nt. !; Pli
sebtilviciti:teare
fam
h ilyat la7st
:30the
pir
in;home
e
to put his girt friend in
Ion on the objectives and se- ! and all its content, by fire last
to an
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One of the most entertaining
programs was held at the luncheon meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club on Thursday, March
30, at the club house.
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MURRAY MOBILE -MIMES

Luxurious Living at Economy Prices

Murray Loan Co.

You Are Invited

Autograph
Party

Friday, March 28, 1969
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
For Murray's Own
BILLIE LAWRENCE WILSON
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Purchase Area Jr.
• 4-H Council Plans
California Trip

pecial Program*
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y arrangement of spring
lames Herman Brunk,
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-"Save for a
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and to save for worldly
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sal analysis, one of the
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The Purchase Area Junior 4-H
Council met in the Mayfield Courthouse on March 10. 4-Hers planning to go to California next summer in the exchange program
also attended.
• A resolution was drawn up about the Kentucky 4-H older Youth
Conference which has been held
in Lexington annually for many
years. At the conference, hundreds of senior 4-H members gathered and elected state officers.
Recently, leaders decided to do
away with the Conference and
replace it with a chosen group
of 28 ambassadors,two 4-H mem$ bers from each of the 14 areas.
From this group, they planned to
elect 4-H state officers.
The purchase area 4-Hers are
very much opposed to this plan,
since it eliminates the only statewide activity in which all 4-H
members can participate. The
council also feels that the means
of electing officers in this plan
is neither Eair nor efficient, and
.‘ that the Conference is vital in
seeping 4-H members throughout
the state unified and informed, a
council spokesman said. The resolution was signed by all present,
Plans for the California Exchange Trip are taking shape quickly. An exchange trip committee composed of 4-Hers from
all eight countries decided to go
a) to California by chartered bus
and return by plane. A proposed
route includes tours at Houston,
Carlsbad Caverns, and the Grand
Canyon. The fee for transportation, lodging, and meals to and
from California will be $200.
A tentative date was set for July
28 through August 11. A deposit
of $25 has been called for, by
April 4, and a second deposit
• will be asked for later.
There are still a number of
places vacant for the trip. Any
4-Her who was 15 or older last
Jan. I is eligible to make the trip.
Future plans for money-raising
for the trip include a work day in
Paducah on April 5.4-H members
• will offer to do all types of work
for any Paducah resident or business on that date. People who
• are interested in having a 4-Her
or a group of them work for them
should call the Extension Office
In Paducah, phone 442-2718, and
speak to Youth Agents Emma Lou
Hartlage or Bill Moss.
The champion 4-H record books from this area which were
sent to be judged on the State
level were returned daring the
meeting. The agents remarked
O that the Purchase area 4-Hers
did a fine job at the state competition, with many records ranking in the top five placeroadtm
-' -State championships.
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A representative of the Small
Business Administration will be
at that Agency's part-time office
in the City Hall on the Second
Floor, Paducah, Kentucky, on
April 3, 1969, Ls announced by
R. B. Blankenship, SBA Regional
Director. The office, operatedon
a semi-monthly basis every first
and third Thursday, will be open
from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
In order to determine credit
eligibility requirements for SBA
loan programs, it is suggested
do that the businessman bring with
him a recent financial statement
or balance sheet of the business
Ind a profit and loss statement
for the previous year.
This information pertains to
established businesses. However, anyone interested in establishing a new business is encouraged to consult with this representative as well as other busine111 ssmen who are in need of financial advice or assistance.
FREE ON FORGERY

4
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WASHINGTON IMO — British
Ambasoador John Freeman says
„ he would be sorry to see the
▪ stage eagle removed from the
fame of the American Embassy
Building in London. The new
U. S. ambassador to Britain
had announced his intention to
scrap the once controversial
-me, but Freeman said Thursday he has become used to the
turd
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STORE MADE

SAVE 20
SANANA, COCONUT, CHOCOLATE

Jumbo Pies
WASHINGTCei UPI - William
J. McCabe, 41, a twice convicted
forger, was released from the
District of Columbia Jail last
week after a court order arrived
requesting his freedom. The order was a forgery. Police said
McCabe apparently drafted the
document while working in the
jail's Records Office
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Catholics
Consider
council
By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Religion Writer

•••''
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COUNINIP01.0141VE A U.S. leek accompanied by llth Armored Cavalry Regiment troop'era relli'thretigti the acanthi saber plantation 43 miles northwest of Saigon. South
Vietnam, during a mighty counteroffensive by Americans and South Vietnamese to
Rarisophotol
thwart a drive by the Communists.
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TAKEN OFF MARKET
WASHINGTON UPI --The Food
and Drug Administrant/a has ordered fabric-covered toy tunnels
taken on the market. The FDA
said tests indicate there is a
risk of the tunnel catching fire
with a child inside. So tar, the
FDA said, there have been no
reports of death or injury.

The Rosie Catholic Claret
Is actively steilierk4 isseherDEPUTY NAMED
Alp la the Itheceal Culace of
Chorlbss:
The 11101.11 Cowl as pre- WASHINGTON UP!- Lt. Gen.
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lication for cosscil usethberthdp. alter T. Kerwin Jr.
'COPTER AND LIGHT PLANE COU.IDE Kansas City firemen hose down a street around
the wreckage of a helicopter that collided with a light plane in the air. The plane hit
the houae in center background. Three persons were killed

Vona' Power
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HUNTING KID SHOES, MAYSE -A wild doe peers around a
corner in the stock room of a shoe store in Pompton Lakes,
N.J. after wandering onto the main street of the COMMUZIit y, being frightened and running into the store. Humane
Society workers rescued her.
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LONDON UPI - Local and foreign press were invited to see
the six-foot-high, 225 pound chost
olate egg at Selfridge's Depfrtment Store in London.
But when they arrived, they
were given obituary cards inBy PHIL NEWSOM
stead, reading: "We regret to
UPI Foreign News Analyst
announce that this can no longer
take place due to the demise ol
With an increasingly hostile the egg. R.I.P."
Red China on her borders to the
An official of the Liverpool
East the Soviet Union is trying company that made the
giant
to build up some insurance on Easter egg said:
"Unfortunately,
her borders to the West.
we didn't make the /leek
Included is a degree ofaccomo- enough at the bottom."
,
it
cation with the United States and was out of the mold, it
collapsed.
an "escape proof" buffer zone "We feel a little like humpty
made up of the Warsaw Pact dumpty, "said the official.
nations of Eastern Europe.
This, according to diplomatic
information in East European
"JUST FANCY THAT"
capitals, is one of the main
reasons for this week's meeting
of Warsaw Pact countries in
LONDON UPI - From today's
Budapest.
front page "Just Fancy That"
Another is to complete arranItem in the London Daily Exgements for a Communist world
press:
•
allalmit conference which the KrMerchant Seaman Ernest AbMalin still hopes to stage in Mos- raham's
new phone warbled inMay.
cow in
stead of ringing, At first, he
was delighted by the new sound.
Three Channels
But soon, every time he answered the warblephone there
The Kremlin, according to the was no
one bn the line. Finally
diplomats, Is pursuing its aim he caught
the culprit.
through three channels.
It wasn't the phone, but his
fact
One is ideological, the
pet parrot. The bird imitated
411 that all Warsaw Pact nations the
phone's high-pitched warble
are Communist, although with perfectly.
Abraham is getting
varying degrees of loyalty to a ringing
phone, because the
Moscow.
parrot can't imitate it"
A second is the military nature of the Warsaw Pact, and
the third, economic cooperation
ACCIDENT PRONE
through comecon the communists' council for mutual economic
assistance.
On the mthtary side, the Soy- PENRYN, Cornwall UPI - Mac
lets seek a supreme council with the horse is accident prone. Last
powers transcending national bo- Monday he got stuck in a quarry.
undaries and giving the Soviet Friday he got bogged down in mud
supreme commander authority at the edge of a reservoir and
to shift forces at will. The coun- had to be hauled free by a Royal
cil also would have political auth- Navy helicopter.
ority in major issues affecting
the alliance.
This would give further legal forward on at least some of the
authority to Soviet party leader reforms which the invasion temtheory of porarily stifled.
Leonid Brezhnev's
In Budapest, the Russians may
el limited national sovereignty within a Communist commonwealth get paper agreement. But her
and further reason for the inns- partners will be reluctant ones.
ion of Czechoslovakia. In return,
To overcome the educational
the Soviets are ready to offer
their allies some of the lower handicaps of ghetto children,SchTether believes it is necessary to
command posts.
expand highly successful pre-school programs and then follow
Shaky Hold
through with supporting remedial
In part, the idea is to free services all the way through high
P additional Soviet Forces for duty school and into college,if necessalong the central Asian and Sib- ary.
He said programs such as Head
erian frontiers, and, for the remainder to permit the Soviets Start have brought ghetto pre-scto maintain their shaky hold on hoolers almost up to the level of
achievement of their suburban
empire.
Economically, the Soviets are counterparts.
"We need a heroic attempt
pushing for "integration" ob bloc
economies, to reinforce their with massive expenditures over
a long period of time so that gaimilitary hold.
In both areas they are meeting ns made in Head Start will remain with the child until he gradOpposition.
On the military side, East uates from high school," SchreiGermany's Walter Ulbricht Is ber said.
One source of such funds, he
going along enthusiastically.
But on the economic side, even believes, would be a redirection
Ulbricht is putting up someoppo- of millions of dollars from capitanion, fearful of the results on al improvements to instruction,
East Germany's growing and im- The school building gap could
porting trade with West Ger- then be closed, he said, by a fed.
eral loan program that would remany.
Romania, the only one of the place every 50-year-old school
IS Warsaw Pact nations to send an with a new federally financed one
observer to the recent Yugoslav to be amortized interest freeparty congress, is putting ig) over a 50-year period. This way,
determined resistance on both a school district could get a $1
million building at an sumual cost
counts.
Hungary quietly has been pre- of $20,000.
Look how much money that
ssing her own economic reforms,
so far without Soviet interfer- would free for instruction and
ence. Even the Czechs are edging enrichment.
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SIRLOIN
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MISS LIBERTY BREAD
12 Oz. Loaves
WHITE ROUND

CHICKEN PARTS
BREAST
LB. 59c
LB.
THIGHS
55c
LB. 49c
LEGS

2

WHITE ROUND
2 Oz. Loaf
WHITE SANDWICH 24 Oz. Loaf 294
BROWN & SERVE ROLLS
HAMBURGERS &
Doz.

WINGS
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'Parade of Fashion--Easter Hat Division

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers
This column of gesetioes did
molts ea federal 1St imeitere

Is provided by lie local sake el
the U. S. leiersel
vice and is pebliatied as a public
service to taxpayers.The columa
answers opeetions most trigs,ntly asked by Imams.

Gay Nineties

Flapper era at leles.

World War I.

Vt'orld War IL

Nowadays.

e-

riu
. do(hub ,„,„,,„
Tournament
Is Planned
'

.apesseering a join tournament
will be hem in the gyve
mime of. St. Marys High
ached in Paducah. The touraerosol erW start at one o'clock
and. to open to the public. A

the furl Judo tournament to!
BAD DAY
be beid in the Paducah area
—
II1 ReVeral rears.
On The elinie dm)" the St.
Harts PTA will serve a ham
EULF.S.s, Tex. UPI - It wasn't
dinner in the Commons area One. of police Dispatch Darrell

donation of one dollar is asked cot ihe school- Serving will mart Skaggs' better days.
„hat spectators while cu. st eleven-thirty. The cost is one
droo twelve to eighteen will be dollar and twenty-five cents per
First the police teletype began
admitted for fifty cents and Plege•
garble. men an electric type.
to
e ostler twelve will be The combination of a cielic- writer he was using to write
ohadi,
bus dinner combined with a
admitted free.
traffic summons began to smoke.
sports event

of

People living in the Padueah
aod Southern Wiwi/ areas win
have an opportunity to attend

afterward. should
at
, from an men provide a pleaeant and rei
Jade° sayer
To cool off, he put a dime in
way for area rettnenta to cold drink machine, which spoolrti event Sun- within a two hundred mile ra- ing
'
an tMUSUA1 SIPC
mend a Sunday afte
day, Mareh 90.
mann
' a ed sync all over his uniform.
The Paducah Judo Clan is to emmeite. This tournament is '"'w"'
a n1u.
.'
"
'
1 ..n
.1."

Sr

Q - If I tax evert prepares
your tax return isn't he reg
sible for mistakes?
A. No. You are legally roper
sible for the accuracy of your return. For this reason, check
over before tending it in to
certain there are no &Mg.
To help avoid delays in processing your return, have your
tax expert fill out the pre-add
reseed tax form you received in
the mail. This form contains your
name, address and social seem
rity number just as they appear
in IRS files. IS any of this information is wrong, correct it and
send it back with your return.
Q - It's been more than six
weeks since I sent in my return.
Shouldn't I have my refund by
now?
A - Yes, most refund claims
flied early can be processed in
five to six weeks. However, If
there is a mistake on the return,
the refund will be delayed until
It is corrected.
RUNNING FOR MAYOR of Los Angeles, 'liken Andreson
Practically all taxpayers have
displays her campaign ammunition- "a wardrobe of. minieither received their refund or a
skirts" with City Hall in the background. Mrs. Andreson.
letter about it within 10 weeks
housewife, mother and model, is one of 13 candidates. If
from the time they filed their
elected, she says she will "take care of the smog problem
return. Therefore, taxpayers shin L.A.. lower property taxes and legalize gambling."
ould wait at least 10 weeks before
Inquiring about their refund.
Q. When I took my present job
A - Look on page 9 of the 1040
I was reimbursed for my moving
EXPENSIVE NAP
expenses, Is that considered in- tax instructions for the address
to use.
vommimdIVOV
come?
A - Whether the reimbursemeQ - I don't think I will have all
nt is taxable depends on the
MENLO PARK, Calif. UPI nature of the moving expenses the information I need to tile A stranger knocked at the door
you were reimbursed for. Cer- my return by April 15. How can of Mrs. Adele Leberman's home
tain distance and length of em- I get more time to file?
and asked her 4-year-old daughA - Send Form 2688, Applic- ter, Robin "Is your mother in?
ployment tests also have to be
met. Page 6 of the 1040 instruct- ation for Extension of Time to
"Yes," Robin replied, “but
ions explains this in greeter de- File U. S. Individual Income Tax she's sleeping.
—
Return, or a letter to the IBS
_
tail.
"Well could you bring metier
Q - Do you have to be 65 to office where the return would wallet?" the man asked.
claim the retirement income cr- be filed.
Robin obediently brought the
edit? I retired at 62 and the
wallet. The man took out $45
credit would help me.
handed it back to the little girl,
A - If you received a pension
departed.
and
Each item of Form 2688 shouldor annuity under a public retirebe completed. If you write a
ment system (one established by
letter, it should contain your
the Federal Government, a state,
reasons for requesting an extencounty, city, etc.) you may be
sion, whether you filed returns
entitled to a retirement income
on time for the 3 prior years
credit even though you are not and if you were required to file
65. This credit, which is cornan estimated tax return for the
paled on Schedule B(Form 1040),
tax year for which the extension
Is discussed on page 8-3 of the
is requested. If an estimate was
instructions.
filed give details on amounts and
Copies of the form and instr- dates paid.
uctions may be obtained from
your local IRS office or, in many The application must be subcases, your post office or bank. mitted well before the due date
Q - Kg income doubled last of the return so that your return
year because of profits I made can be filed on time if the requeon the stock market Can I use st for extension of time is denied,
income averaging to cut my taxI was divorced last month
Q
es?
and my ex-husband wants me to
A - No, income from capital
file a joint return with him so
gains can riot be included for
he can save on hiataxes. Is that
averaging purposes. However, if
alright"'
you owned the stock for more than
six months, only one-half of your
net profit has to be included in
A - U you were married on
income.
the last day of 1968 then you can
Q - Do I have to send in the legally file a joint return with
FIRST NUN to graduate from
statement on bank interest I re- your husband for that year.
Green University's
Bowling
ceived?
Whether filing a joint return
music school at Bowling
A - This statement on interest will be to your advantage is someGreen, Ohio, is Sister Mary
earned does not have to be attach- thing you should consider. Keep
Frances Nolan. one of Toed to tax returns. Report this in- in mind that if you file a joint
come on your return as it is tax- return with your ex-husband you ledo's Sisters of Saint Ursula,
who holds her trombone after
able.
will be legally responsible as he
graduation. She is front
Q - I lost the envelope that Is for any tax that may be due
Wakeman. Ohio.
came with my tax forms. Where on the return.
)
should I send my return'

1
el

TUMOR ON WNO -- After
learning he has a tumor on
his left lung --"fair to say"
it is malignant- Sen. Richard B. Russell, D-Ga., 71.
said he hopes to serve at
least the remainder of his
present term, which expires
In 1972, while undergoing
cobalt treatment. For years
cne of the most powerful
men in the Senate, he ended
his long term as chairman
Of the Armed Services Committee in order to become
chairman of the Appropriations Committee
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Chain link outfits include
line posts, post caps, top
rail and chain link fabric.
Gates and terminal posts
extra. 12 Outfits reduced.
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Centennia
From the first the post was
21-E -important In the Indian wars

The bigger you get,the bigger we get.
Sedon-Sqvareboct -Stetson Wolper.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN

ipgq
Scrapbook
Going Back NOW V V

and in negotiations with the hostile
tribes among which it was the center.
Agency headquarters for the Comanches, Klowas, and Wichita,' were established near the fort.
"At different times many famous officers made their headquarters there.
Including Philip H. Sheridan. Ranald
Mackenzie. G. A. Custer, and B. H.
Grierson. The troops stationed at the.
post from 1869 to 1877 were in an almost constant state of activity due to
the Indian troubles."
That summary in J. T. Adams' Dietiseary of American History [Scribner's], refers to Fort Sill. esta.bliahed
early in 1869 near the foot of the Wichita Mountains, by troops sent to Indian
Territory from Fort Dodge, Kansas. by
Sheridan, as commander of Department
of Missouri.
Designated initially RR Camp Wichita,
It was renamed in honor of Brig. Gen.
Joshua W. sill, a West Point classmate
of Sheridan's killed in action in 1862.
Fortunately, an early arrival in 1869
was William Stinson Soule, a disabled
Union veteran from Maine. who worked
as chief clerk in the post store and photographer. He began a remarkable series of camera portrait,' collected in a
new album. Will Soule: Indian Photographer at Fort MIL Oklahoma 1869-1874,
with annotations by R. E. Below' & R.
A. Weinstein [pub. by Ward Ritchie
Press, Los Angeles]. The volume also
summarizes works of other camera artists who portrayed Indians factually.
('LARK KINNAIRD
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Mrs. Darlene Ford
C•teleg Sales Illepretoesehee
Let me give you all the
details and prices On the
largest selection of fencing in town...all at Sears
extra low catalog price.

@I

Phone 153-2310
for

ar abpointment

at your

convenience
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Sears
CATALOG SALES MK
Irnrctouched photograph of Ew4u-rpseta, or Pacer,
Klossa-Apache chief, made it) sow, in 1869 at
Fort Mill. Note a etch-chains as adornment. and the
long, challenging eitalp-lock encased in rate skin.
Kink restores arndicair

SOUTHSIDE MANOR
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY.
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Center

PORK
, NIGH TIDES AND STRONG CURUNTS did the damage ex1111 &mined by Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Auger at Hill's Beach,
Maine. Residents of the area say their problem began after
completion of a Jetty at the mouth of the river that
changed the tidal currents
After
ON WNG
; he has a tumor on
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alignant Sen. RichRussep, 1)-Ga.. 71,
hopes to serve at
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the Senate, he ended
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Srmed Services Cornin order to become
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Computers Speed
The Match-making
By ROBERT STRAND
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)- How would you like your daughter to
be introduced to her marnage mate by computer?
Computer matchmaking has grown into a $30 million a year
industry. The estimate comes from Intramatics International, Inc.,
which plans to expand its offices to 53 by mid•1970 and predicts the
industry will be doing $500 million annually within five years.
San Francisco alone now has
Other computer marriage
„even competing computer
services are less elaborate and
ntroduction firms, plus an
less expensive. The dating
old-style introductioh- service
services, such as Social Systems
which steadfastly refuses to
Associates, charge as little as
abandon methods developed
$15.
long ago in its 30-year history.
Social Systems, set up by
The computer firms divide
Marc de Tristan, scion of a
into those which deliberately
wealthy family, is a mail service
seek to make marriages - and
offering a personality test
those which claim only to
featuring questions composed by
provide compatible dates.
Bishop James A. Pike,
Intramatics argues that love is
anthropologist Ashley Montagu
"blind, and the chance • of
and philosopher Alan Watts.
arobody marrying somebody
"The computer will eliminate
truly compatible is slight.
hours of searching and screening
At best, only one out of 20 in at boring cocktail parties and
a person's age group can be
church socials," says Watts.
considered compatible, say
Bishop Pike calls computer
sociologists quoted by
dating "a way of having a
Intramatics.
An Intramatics client pays beginning of meetings,ls not
fees ranging from $75 to $500, wasting days and years waiting
adepending partly on the to meet people."
De Tristan views marriages
'statistical odds for or against
him. Women over 55 and men that result from his dating
under 5 feet four inches are service as only "lucky
rejected because the odds against dividends" and not its purpoise.
But the marriages do occur, and
matching are too great.
lost a secretary in two
For the money, the client he once
weeks time to marriage. "I
gets a battery of psychological
didn't even get my fee," be said.
tests and interviews spaced over
The computer services report
four weeks, and an investigation
their clients are of a wide range
to make sure he isn't an
of ages and include a large
x-convict or a dope addict.
number of college graduates.
Y Then the computer spews out
The young and better educated
introductions, on the avel'age of
are said to be less likely to
one every two to eight weeks.
consider computers as witchcraft
Intramatics will keep the process
or a mere novelty.
going until the client is happy.
"We get an unusual number
The process could take up to
of doctors," says de Tristan.
five years.
"The internes work so hard they
On the average, the computer
don't have the time to chase
matchers beDeve a client meets
girls."
his or her mate on the seventh
Arlene Adams, operator of a
*introduction. If the marriage
non -computer introduction
ends in divorce, the firm offers
service for 30 years. complains
to refund all fees.
that • her new rivals are
"chancey."
"It's almost vfer to go to a
bar," she says. ''At least you get
AUCTION FORBIDDEN
an opportunity to look at the
person."

EXPENSIVE MGR ALITY

LONDON UPI - Bachelor Reginald Boucher glanced at Mrs.
Jessie Watkins' miniskirt, three
inches above the knee, leaned
forward, and slapped her across
the face.
"What else would any reasonable man do - Mat sit there and
take it?" the 45-year-old Boucher
asked a court here.
Boucher lost his appeal against
a $60 fine for assault.

Quotesfrom The News
By UNITED MIMS iNTIMMATIONAL

it give you all the
and prices on the
it selection of fenctown...all at Sears
low catalog price.

one 753-2310
allpoint ment
mir convenience
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URRAY, KY.

Lean Boneless

FIRST CUTS

KARACHI — .Mohammad Ayub Khan, announcing
his resignation as President of -Pakistan and the turning over of power to Gen. Yahya Khan:
"Despite all my efforts, I could not bring democracy
to my country and I feel very sorry to announce the
handover of thy s.ountry to Yahya Khan in order to
maintain peace.'"
.

Siked

WAEHINOTON — David Hinshaw, president of the
Association of Student Governments, testifying before
a House Subcommittee on Education:
"The days when the prime function of the student
government was to sponsor the homecoming dance areover."
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WISK

JAM
Giseses

S1.00

Whole,
Half or
Center Slices

We
Have

LIQUID DETERGENT —

—

Quart She

6W

HUNT'S YELLOW CLING

PEACHES

3etnrs8W

Large # 2i Can

SWANSDOWN

.• CAKE MIX white _

Yellow

Devil

3FoR 79f

Food

PURE VEGETABLE

WESSON OIL

87

48-Os.

Frosty Acres - 6-oz.

LEMONADE

2/25*

Frosty Acres - 10-oz.

BLACKEYE PEAS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/49*
Pet Ritz - 20-oz.

MINCE PIES

39°

Frosty Acres Sausage & Pepperoni -

PIZZA
Garden Delight - 2-lb. bag

FRENCH FRIES

29*

Giant Size

69e
Big Brother

MARGARINE
3 490
lbs.

Flavor-Kist
Coconut
Creme

INSTANT NESCAFE

COFFEE

10-oz, jar

$129

Armour All-Meat

WIENERS]
BEEF BRISKET
2

Pk.
390

For Stew or Boiling

COOKIES
390

DISTANT
LIPTON

TEA
0-os.. jar

99e

2,

lb. 390

Baker's
ANGEL FLAKE

COCONUT _ _

Sunshine
Krispy

CRACKERS
29°

Center Cut - Tenderized

HOMINY

HAM SLICES

Van Camp's
Light Grated

TUNA
2cr:39°
6-os can

lb. 990

NIBLETS CORN

12-os. 2cr.'

14-os.

490

BUSH'S WHITE

GREEN GIANT
NEW YORK—Former Secretary of State Dean Rusk,
warning of a return to isolationism such as that between
orld War I and II:
"We won't draw any lessons from World War III.
There won't be enough left."

RANA
GRAPE

I

Krey Hostess - lb. pkg.

lb. box

SAIGON — South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van
Thieu, proposing secret South Vietnamese-Viet Cong
talks:
"We are ready to have private talks with the Naonal Liberation Front if they want. I think they underd well that we are ready for these talks and we are
ting for them."

39c

lb.

BEEF
_STEV lb.A SHilintMeatY BEEF
BACON
6.
59
LUNCHEON MEAT hAznimarh 4 for 990
COUNTRY HAMS

q

MILWAUKEE, Wis. - A circuit
court judge has forbidden an auc%ion by the Milwaukee County
sheriff of more than 1,700 girlie
magazines and sexy paperback
books.
The publications were seized
by the sheriff's office more than
a year ago to satisfy creditor's
claims against two bookstores.
By law, the sheriff was required
to seal them at public auction,
Judge Maurice M. Spracker
dilonday said the sheriff's office
"should not be used in the furtherance of the circulation and
distribution of this material."
He said censorship was not an
Wale in his decision.

FURTHER

494'

300
ClUI

37.729*
* FRESH *
* PRODUCE *

Seedless
GRAPEFRUIT
Yellow Sweet
ONIONS
Florida Juicy
ORANGES
Washed, Red
POTATOES
Fresh Crispy
CARROTS
-.
Fresh
CAULIFLOWER

5-lb. bag 49.
3-1b. bag 1St
5-1b. bag 49*
10-lb. bag 40*
lb. bag 2/19*
___ __ large white heads 39*
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Frenchmen
Hurt Effort
To Aid Frane

- MURRAY. ILIIINYUCILY

WEDNESDAY - MARCH 16, 190

By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Nine million Freedmen saki
to hell with Gen. Charles di
Gaulle and his eflbrts to Mee
the French franc this week, and
French gold buyers were WW1
they could muke it Midi.
Trade Won leaders, egged by
grows of young anarchists, said
they we'e ready for a repetition
of last May's test of strength
which almost brought the De
Gaulle government down.
The day before the general
strike which sent nine million
Frenchmen off their jobs and
thousands surging through Paris
streets toward the Place de la
Bastille, gold prices advances
for the fifth straight day. For
DeGaulle it peeked his third maEMBASSY TItAGEDY IN MEXICO - Ethiopian ambassador
pr crisis eta& bee thana You%
Galtachev., /3ekele weeps as he is led (right) from
embassy
in Mexico City after a cook-houseboy went on
a killing
1"40,1
.Wf1s
spree, shooting the ambassador's wife and two
women servants. Body of houseboy Berhaun Heewan
dangles In eleThe first one
be
vator airshaft ileft i of a cheap hotel where
"revelattoe" IMO wee mined
he hanged himself. The Beitele family had brought Heewa
n from Ethiopia
way taw egrament es10 to 15
to
work at the embassy.
Wit wed lop bereesee woes
the WON tad a Inaba Ohl
goverment, eibbyers 11•1 woMallon Board, and have applied
rkers void beet sada lallarch
to a college, can complete VI
for an aamesusest etaloft sew
application before the cut-off die
action in Ins
dt
to. For further information on the
inflatioa.
program, contact any local Army
Then muse be Nownlber &Woe
Recruiter or call an Army Nurse
crisis. trtegerei -prey by
lbtounselor collect at: US Army
nation 2•11
MOM on deRecruiting Main Station. Room
valuation. Freida= side be703, Baker Building 110 Est Avengan aging thetr traits fit
Voldue South, Nashville, Tennessee
DeGuille decreed audit* and
37203, Phone: (Area Code 615)
acted to halt the few etunew.
For awhile it some.to Week. To those high school seniors, 242-5271 or 242-5281.
ink and female. Ealing to per,
Mareb arriveddliii"
i
M
On
a career in nursing,the Anti
presented the wwwwilens
FTC MONITORS
o sok%
employers with _a _tinotoil_ _SOB prom
anding.
pm woo sir boss,
onmik
toad
*
six Per cent
a
wage increase. That liene do- sie
iVeenewilltrumbr
WASHLNGTON UPI - The Fed"
ow bed
Army woo
bands were rebook
eral Trade Commission is stewcharged a NSW tilliWg.Witompiliggietgignm.
fag up monitoring of tte
Is war b allow more War- networks for decept televised
ive or mislendshollats to make applicat- leading advertising.
5 Hoer Protest
To suppleion for 11k program, the Army ment an intensified
schedule of
ed its cut-off date to visual auditing, the FTC says
Workers Were not the only Ms extoll
7, 1969.
upon completion
imkeppy Freida's.
It has directed its staff to obSet=
years
at
a
college of their tain copies of all network co.
the
gain libliell
.
e erd acre"
*Oink the students resume stud- meercials used during
161111
"
1
their 1/611
"
S lie Mt be University of Maryland ified period each month. a specfor live houre*We
beIntif
of Nursing, and remain
isutsm
Much
frigule
nikisee at the Walter Reed
team
USES BRAILLE
'Arm llkdkal center. Since me41=1:wleg bib ribber.ihe IIMI Wig are provided at
CU owfa adjusted accor_
uses with gme11011111 Mil kits. dha:
WASHINGTON UPI -The Social
Gaulle
,
Security Administration is now
to
De
be
111/
Owe
gralse
ember, rankled admit sip
lon, a Bsehebr ot accepting and answer
ing letters
scum awes is swep
Wet dessiblbe.ail weld bib. norm
t The In Braille. Martha
r
Seabrooks,
auappebbatud
as
had
a
blind
typist, types Braille reere believed be
lbe Preed111 111110111id Usainalat amdrecetves
strength to back
him up.
plies on a Braille electric typemar $600.00 par sooth. After
He had $1
rupirmussuaptettuu
of the way Rued writer. Asst. Social Security Coplus other untapped reeeillelle ii
mmissioner Jack S.
moy impubds.gg
gag* Pro. says more than 30,000Futterman
placed at his CiSPOSal by
We
blind pergie
Arne
is
bankers during the November
ted to sons receive monthly disabil
ticsysararueraobliga
ity
re service.
crisis.
benefits and even more receive
Ihe ine already ta- Social Security
retirement benekesclbngsIntrance Exam- fits.
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BALLARD

lbs. $
99
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IMO

RED POTATOES
EGGS
YELLOW ONIONS
ORANGES
CARROTS
GREEN ONIONS

Pie
‘
,
Syr

eaL

ROOT BEER

49*

Duncan Hines - 22-oz.

doz. 39*
3 lbs. 19'
doz. 39'
doz. 10*
10*

BROWNIE MIX
Del Monte Sliced

PINEAPPLE

or Crushed

-

Betty Crocker - 18-os.

CAKE MIX

35*

B-B-Q SAUCE

39*
23'

Katt Grape - 18-oz.

PRESERVES

29*

Del Monte

PEAS
PORK & BEANS
COFFEE
COFFEE
PING OR POING
Ell

#303k,,23'

# 303

Old Judge

can

2efm
aor 33°

Maxwell House

•

Stokely

_

7.I.".""i4V"'•••••01110.11.ffillNACIU'-i7.•

•
••••••Mr.•
.
14,-•
.
•

663

1965
er,
Wet
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port
Mow
hous
and
.1113;
mob
1202

BUY
en
mar
see.
Soutl

4s oz.
. CAM

•Ter
New
fw
01•1•••••10

Field's Chestnut

BACON .
WIENERS

lpi

590

CHARCOAL BRICKETTES _ 10 lbs. 69'
Giant Size
SILVERDUST
79*
Sta-Puff - 32-os.

37'

Klear - 27-oz.

POLISH

Field

87*

re

3/81.00

CAM
turns
1*
753-7

Kraft 1000 Island - 8-oz.

590

Field
Fully
Cooked
Shank

HAMS
BoB

DRESSING

Frosty Acres Chopped - 10-es.

TRIL
a de
Lush
$1. I

Kraft - 10-43.
MARSHMALLOWS

2/35°

SUNFLOWER

MEAL
Kitchen Kraft

Ewe
Tidy
ClEt1

RINSE

Al çø
5 lbs. qtJ

LAZ
ing
nett
eh
Hwy.
3640.

- # 300 can

BLACKEYE PEAS

2/29'

Bush Turnip & Mustard - # 300 ran

GREENS
CRISCO

# 300 can

3Tr 35'
79°
3 lbs.

Puss 'N Boots - 6 -oz.

TURNIP GREENS

2/29*

Frosty Acres - 10-os.
MUSTARD GREENS
Jiffy - 1-1b.

CAT FOOD

2/35'

Parkay - 1-lb.

2/29*

27'

Kraft

CHUCKWAGON STEAKS
Frost

69*

ORANGE JUICE

45*

y Acres - 12-es.

OLEO
MAYONNAISE

Qt.

Murray's - 134-oz. pkg. of 12

PEANUT BUTTER JOYS

DWI
elite
with
Duni

59'
39'

ONle
dress
di

•

AT.....

USEI

JOHNSON'S

Open Till
9:00 p.m.

roan
size
1.100
condi

Soutb 12th Street

•

_7_,

2

GRE
;13d
these
this

plus TV as well.

•

196:
1(4,
Locl
753-

29*

_

KETCHUP

-PORK CHOPS L. 690
PORK STEAK 55C
PORK ROAST LB 450

Con
ray

59*

-

Kraft - 18-os.

4

- * 2 can

Hunt's - 14-os.

sional end, both on stage in his
native New York and London,

•

AN
Jan

112111

Dad's -

20 lbs. 59*

Lynn Grdve Med.

old
871

VIENNA SAUSAGE _4-. 25°

PRODUCE

in his training in the profes-

Barbra Streisand and Elliott
Gould was best known for his
Gould separated ("To save their
role as "Henry Bogen." which
Marriage"' c, we were talking
he created for "I Can Get It For
to the producer of his
You Wholesale." a role which
"Bob & Carol & Ted &
also brought him marriage to
The producer, Mike Frardervielli.
the girl who played his secreone of the town's top filmed*.
tary in the show the thenens, a veteran in the busindOe
unknown Barbra Streisand.
who was In charge at producAfter his first splash in
tion at the same stank Cdess- Wholesale," Gould went on
bra, where "Funny (Myr eine
London to star in "On the
made, told us, "Elliott dads the
Town" and later toured the U.S.
picture."
with Liza )(Mein tJudy GarIt should have been pleasant
land's daughter r in the hit munews for Gould after the unsical
"Fan tastleks.
happy personal problems -- he
co-stars with such talent as
Natalie Wood, Robert Culp and
PERHAPS the tipoff to the
Dyan Cannon in "Bob & etc."
separation was the fact that
Perhaps he will finally be knowd
_Barbra left no doubt about her
Wien Gould
at "Elliott Gould" and not as
super-love
-The husband of Barbra Strata- The film finale has them well- Elliott told for New York while
us he's
and'
exposed in a bedroom scene fond of California grown very
It must have been a -big load Sounds like a sure-fire way to
"I never thought I'd ever say
to carry
being the husband grab some sort of attention that." he allowe
d. "Just bent
of a super-star. To date, she's from Cary and Barbra!
away from New York used t
in two of the most expensive
bug me I was born, raised,
films I"Funny Girl and "Hello
AS Barbra Streisand'', hus- lived, breathed and loved BrookDolly") made in Hollywood in band. Gould had to stay on the lyn and
the big town. It w.
a bong time, and currently in sidelines at functions where she the same
thing with Barbra.
her third musical epic, "On a was invariably the center of at"Don't forget we belonged t
Clear Day You Can See For- traction_ Elliott took it in stride the theate
ever.'' So far, only a few studio and we had to compliment him were stage r All our file
people and we
executives, like Franiurvich. on It as we often stood with all pretty
have seen Gould's mooed MM. him. watching the hordes of Of course snobby about movies.
that only lasts unti
the aforementioned "H&C/VT*- fans and photographers around you are
offered a movie out
1."
Barbra. Elliott appeared out• • •
wardly unaffected in the secGould
THE movie-going public has ondary role He even seemed "Move," is now set to star i
• had a chance to see him in • sorry for her Recently, at one vich has and producer Franko
signed him for thre
not-too spectacular role In 'lite such event, a preview, Gould more films
one of
Night They Raided Minsky's.
' was involved In a fracas with be the all-star "Deetowhich ma
rs• Wives
in which be played the enter- a photographer as they were epic. •
prising Minsky who was over- departing the theater where we
Meanwhile. Gould Is
shadowed by the under-dressed were also in sittendance
stepping out on his
beauty Beat Ekland, about-toBarbra defended her hus- fessionally. He set own.
up his
be-ex.Mrs Peter Sellers .
band's artions. said he was de- film company
and has two film
During the making of fending her safety and welfare plotted
••B&C&T&A" Dyan Cannon, Gould modestly refused to com- and . He wants to produi
direct his own films
the ex-wife-to-be of Cary Grant ment to us- peehaps on the ad- well as
his own life "I want to
told us. "We have • tough job, vice of his attorneys
do
someth
ing that is provocaElliott and I And a kit in cornOne thing is certain, when
tive something that is different
men"
and if Could achieves stardom, enough to be part of
what is
In addition to having famous he will ,have put in his appren- really happening
today."
super-star mates in conunon ticeship in the personal side of
He was referring to films. Or
they 160%. a )0( "in common" show bir He his slreadv put was he'

•
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Super-Star's Hubby to Shine Alone
Central Press Associatsna
Corresporulent
HOLLYWOOD-Shortly after
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Keep Your Eye on Elliott Gould
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SERVICES OPPEEND
LOST AND POUND
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick home HOR
SES: At stud, 2 regist- LOST: White female Germ
an
in Highland Oaks Sub-division ered 5
gaite
with carport. Ready for occupan- slier. Pride d 'tailless, Pre- Shepherd about 6 montha old,
by Stonewall Pre-no
collar. Phone 753-1861.
cy. Call Howard G. Bucy, 753- mier, Ensig
ns Majestic Style by
11-27-C
1861. Make a reasonable offer Majestic Ensig
n. Top breeding
Indian Publications
and it may be yours. II-27-NC In USA.
One registered Welch
On the Increase
BY OWNER: Good seven room pony, show type. Sales-Training
-Boarding. Illeckwell Staframe house with bath on two
NEW DELHI (UPI) - Desacre lot with good garden and bles. Route 1, Murray, Ky. Phone pite the fact that India
is still
14arcb-21-C 70 per cent illiter
nice shady lawn. Located in 7534977.
ate, the numKirkaey. Price $7,500.00. Phone TAILORING and
alterations. 22 ber of newspapers and period753-3537.
21-21-P years
experience. Genrlape icals has risen steadily since
1947.
LOT IN Canterbury Estates, Wells, 304 North 7th Street.
The number of daily newsN-28-C
100 a 150', huge trees, gently
papers rose from 300 to 525
sloping to beck, all city services,
and periodicals now total more
paved street. Call 753-7964 after 1 he total
area of New Orleam
than 7,300. The combined cirsix p. m.
M-28-C" 363 square miles but nearl
culation of daily newspapers and
half of it is limier water
periodicals is 22 million.

FOR SALE

NOTICJI
AUTOMOBILES POE SALO
POE RENT
NOLP WANTED
1r01ORE
ectr
le ic
bonen(EISIOTIOLUX SALES A
Ser1965 FORD Falcon Future 4. THREE-BEDROOM house. lie. WANT
01. Two bowling balls with vice, Box
ED: Short-order night
213 Murray, Ky., C.
sipper bags, $5.00 each. Filing M.
Sanders. Phone 322.3176, door sedan. A local one owner Mg room, dining room, kitchen. cook Apply in person, Trencabinet, legal size, 3 drawers,
autom
obile
,
with
Big
autom
garde
Locat
atic
n spot.
ed on holm's Drive-in, 12th & Chest
Lynnville, K.Y.
April-16-C transmission. Many
$20.00. Golf clubs, 8 irons,
miles of ser- 641 North. Contact Robert Wig- nut
TIC
$10.00. Phone 753-7825 after SPECIAL: Boneless catfish
vice
remai
ning
on
this
car.
gins
Parkat Wiggins Furniture bedin5:00 p. m.
M-27-C ner, $1.35. Mac h Ann's Truck er Ford Used Car Dept. Phone tween 8:00 a. m. and 5:30 p. m. WANTED-Young man mechanStop Cafe, Highway 641, Hazel, 753-5273.
Phone 753-4566. Couples or cou- ically inclined to service mobile
CUB TRACTOR, mow, disc, Ky.
ples with children only. TIC homes. Apply in person at MurM-25-C
cultivators (disc, :etcher, sho1966 OPEL Kadett, 2-door seray Mobile Homes, Hwy 641
GORDON'S
-BEDROOM one panelled) two
vels), mower, planter and
- South.
fer- et, Highw FISH & Fruit Mark- dan. A local one owner car with 4
11-27-C
ay 94, 2 miles west of 4-speed transniadon. A sharp dory brick home for rent. New
tilizer etc. All for $700.00.
C. G. Eggne
rs Ferry Bridge. Fresh small car. Parker Ford Used gas furnace, airport, large utili- WANTED: Part or full time
span, 904 Chickasaw, Paris
, Kentucky
Tann. Phone 642-408. Mty. Excellent location, 1000 waitress. App( in person after
27-P day. Vine Lake catfish every Car Dept. Phone 753-5273.
Sharp Street. Available March 3:00 p. m. at Tom's Pizza PaAssistant Managers
ripe tomatoes, field
M-36C
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Chopper. grown, 150 lb. by the
22. Key is at 205% N. 10th St. lace.
M41baske
C
t
for
Very good condition, new
motor Standard gas 29 9/10 per. gal. 1964 FORD Falcon Future con- Murray. Write Bob Gam, 1618 WANT
ED:
Cook
and reconditioned transmissi
vertib
and
le.
Trai
sprin
Program
A
waitre
ning
gtime
sses.
Whole
specia
sale and Retail. Open 7
l S. W. 10th Street, Ft. LauderfdFU WOO 001110
on,
ACROSS
3 Limb
Contact FA Pine Inn Restaurant
springer front end, limiters bar days a week.
0000 000 MOM
,
4-Former Russian
reelsee ler as ersurerlemay?
April-24-C with automatic transmission. dale, Fla. Phone 524-5341. TIC Highway 68
1 Talk idly
mounts. Call 753-6199 after
at Jonathan Creek.
Parker Ford Used Car Dept.
rukw
ODOM 000000013
Cheek Nese leap eillneerspee with
6-Attain
A WARM WELCOME alway Phone 753-5273.
5 Weird
5:00 p. m.
A-1-C
• server, Aar le beglesing srM-26-C NEW 3-BEDROOM house on
s
TFNC await
11 Prescribed way
ONO 000
6-Sun god
s you at "The Wishing
South 16th Street. Available AVON
dos as e logs eupreedes pow12-Come to rest
DOS 00100 MOD
, add to your family in7-Printer's
1963 S-Twenty-two Comet 3- April 15.
HUBERrS TRADING Poet and Well" in Western
▪
W. seed 21 MOO is, Ode
$110.00 per month. come. Only
Auto. Come
measure
14-Man's
MO
O= !MOOG
a few hours daily.
door sedan. Black and white Phone 753-3
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Super-Star's Hubby to Shine Alone
By ARMY AlltCHEND
in his training in the profesCentral Press Association
sional end, both on stage in his
Correspondent
native New York and London.
HOLLYWOOD--Shortly after
plus TV as well.
Barbra Streisand and Elliott
Gould was best known for his
Gould separated ,•-ro save their
role as "Henry Bogen," which
marriage"' f we were talking
he created for -1 Can Get It For
to the producer of his film,
You Wholesale," a role which
-Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice"
also brought him marriage
to
The producer. Mike Frankovich
the girl who played his secreone of the town's top filmmaktary in the show the theners, a veteran in the business
unknown Barbra Streisand
who was in charge of producAfter his first splash is
tion at the same studio. Callon"Wholesale," Gould went on to
bia, where "runny Girl" was
London to star In "On the
made, told us, "Elliott steals the
Town- and later toured the t' S.
picture!"
with Liza Minelll (Judy GarIt should have been pleasant
land's daughter in the hit munews for Gould after the unsical "Fantasticks'
happy personal problems - - he
• • •
co-stars with such talent as
Natalie Wood. Robert Culp and
PERHAPS the tlpoff to the
Dyan Cannon in "Bob & etc."
separation was the fact that
Perhaps he will finally be knovrif
Barbra left no doubt about her
Mon Geoid
as "Elliott Gould" and not as
super-love for New York while
"The husband of Barbra Streis- The film finale has them well- Elliott
told us he's grown very
and"
exposed in a bedroom scene fond of California.
It must have been a big load Sounds like a sure-fire way to
••I never thought I'd ever ea
to carry
being the husband grab some sort of attention that." he
allowed, "Just being
of a super-star. To date. she's from Cary and Barbra!
away from New York used to
•
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•
bug me I was horn, raised,
films ('Funny Girl and "Hello
AS Barbra Streisand's hus- lived, breathed and led
BrookDoIly"1 Made in Hollywood in band. Gould had to stay on the lyn and
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a long time, and currently in sidelines at functions where she the same
thing with Barbra
her third musical epic, "On a was invariably the center of at"Don't forget we belonged t
Clear Day You Can See For- traction. Elliott took it in stride the theate
r
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ever So far, only a few studio and we had to compliment him were stage
people and we were
executives, like
Frankovich, on it as we often stood with all pretty
snobby" aboutmovies.
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the aforementioned "B&C&Ta- fans and photographers around you are
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A '
Barbra. Elliott appeared out• • •
wardly unaffected in the seeGould is now set-to star
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er Franko
chance
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to see him in a emery for her Recently, at one vich has
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not-too spectacular role in "This ONO event a preview, Gould more
films on• of which ma
Night They Raided Minsky'ir WY involved in a fracas with be the all-star
laktors Wives
in which he played the enter- • photographer as they were epic.
prising Minsky who was over- departing the theater where we
Meanwhile. Gould is al
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stepping out on his own. probeauty Britt Ekland, aboist-toBarbra defended her hus- fessionally. He set
up his ow
be-ex.Mrs. Peter Sellers
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has two film
During the
making of fending her safety and welfare plotted.
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B&C&T&A" Dyan
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his own films
the ex-wife-to-be of Cary Grant ment to us- perhaps on the ad- well
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do something that is provocaElliott and I And a lot in TomOne thing is certain, when
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laos
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In addit kin to having famous he wlU have put in his appren- really happen
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He was referring toillnis 0
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KETCHUP

5633

1963
er,
Won
Siert
ports
Mow
hone
and
As;
000le
1202.

23*

Haft Grape - 18-oz.

PORK ROAST L. 450

1963

29*

18-es.
CAKE MIX
B-B-Q SAUCE

PORK CHOPS L. 690
PORK STEAK 55C

EAS
co
ray

- #2 ma

Betty Crocker -

Kraft - 18-oz.

AN'.
jam

mad
Plec

Duncan Hines - 22-es.

EGGS
YELLOW ONIONS

Old
'8714

25°

Dad's - 44 gal.
ROOT BEER-

20 lbs. 59*

PRESERVES

29*

DEvF
e ,1,,:imiel.l PEAS
Camp's
PORK

23'
# can 2err 33'
'
69
69
'
29'
X 303

c.

303

Old Judge

roffEHouse

Stokely
PlN OR PONG:

BUY
era a
se
We
r

1-1b.

Mouth

1-1b.

these
this
crawl
raid
For
2450,
New
for U

48 oz.
Call

CHARCOAL BRICKETTES _ 10
lbs. 69*

Fiel'
d s Chestnut

Keep Your Eye on Elliott Gould

DOG CHOW

250

8-0z.

1

MIN abelbrel beir
be lee beers lobs be brat
Merck b peeled sadist

Vii

1-1b. box 29ft

Giant Size

BACON
WIENERS

Field
a'

59;
590

Re• nt
Tidwt

SILVERDUST

79*

Sta-Puff - 32-oz.

CARF

Hera

RINSE

37*

z

Ricer - 27-oz.

POLISH

1 -43

87*

Kraft 1000 Island - 8-oz.

CAKI

DRESSING

3/s1.00

I
fr
753-74
TRE14
-del

H
Shank AMS 0 1g5c

Field

Kraft - 10-oz.

a
iAKI
j
Lustr
l.

MARSHMALLOWS

2/35*

Fully

Cooked

Frosty Acres chonoed - 10-oz.

reedy

MEAL

5 lbs.

Kitchen Kraft - # 300 can
BLACKEYE PEAS
Bush Turnip & Mustard -

459

6

Hwy.

2/29*

300 clip

GREENS
CRISCO

#300

33 35'
79°

can
:
e

Puss 'N Boots - 6i-oz.

TURNIP GREENS

2/29*

Frosty Acres - 10-oz.

MUSTARD

ing
SUNFLOWER

CAT FOOD

2/35*

Parkay - 1-1b.

GREENS

2/29*

Jiffy - 1-1b.

OLEO

274

Kraft

CHUCKWAGON STEAKS

69*

Frosty Acres - 12-oz.

Qt.

MAYONNAISE
Murray's - 13i-oz. pkg. of
12

ORANGE JUICE

45°

AT.....

PEANUT BUTTER
JOYS

joHNso.N s

59.

DUPI
ergot
with
Dunn
FULL
ble

b

394

Open Till
9:00 p.m.

bit
St,
sue I

1,100
nth

South 12th Street
n4

f.
slfsas"nrwaLs-s-s-rf-ss-•
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

INANF A S

tv7rINPARTAY - MARCH 26. 1969
REAL ESTATE POI SALE
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick home
in Highland Oaks Sub-division
with carport. Ready for occupancy. Call Howard G. Buoy, 75311161. Make a reasonable offer
and it may be yours. 14-27-NC
BY OWNER: Good seven room
frame house with bath on two
acre lot with good garden and
nice shady lawn. Located in
Kirksey. Price $7,500.00. Phone
753-3537.
14-27-P
LOT IN Canterbury Estate*,
100' x 150', huge trees, gently
sloping to back, all city services,
paved street Call 753-7964 abe
six p.
/1-211-C

SERVICES OFFERED
LOST AND FOUND
HORSES: At stud, 2 regist- LOST: White femal
e German ered 5 gaited stallions, Pre- Shepherd about 6 month
s old,
niters Pride by Stonewall Pre- no collar. Phone
753-1861.
mier, Ensigns Majestic Style by
M-27-C
Majestic Ensign. Top breeding
Indian Publications
In USA. One registered Welch
On the Increase
pony, show type. Salea-Tridaing-Boarding. Blackwell StaNEW DELHI (UPI) - Desbles. Route 1, Murray, Ky. Phone
pite the fact that India is still
753-6977.
March-314 70 per cent illiter
ate, the numTAILORING and alterations. 22 ber of newspapers and periodyears
experience.
Georgine icals has risen steadily since
Wells, 304 North 7th Street
1947.
The number of daily newsM-28-C
papers rose from 300 to 525
and periodicals now total more
The total area of New Orlearu
than 7.300. The combined cir363 square miles but nearly
culation of daily newspapers and
alf of it is tinder water.
periodicals is 22 million.

NOTICE
AUTONDOILIS FOR SALO
POE RENT
HELP WANTED
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser1965
FORD
Falco
THRE
n
Futur
E-BEDROOM house, 11* WANTED: Short-order nigh
e 4vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky.. C.
t
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3173, door sedan. A local one owner ing mom, dining room, kitchen. cook. Apply in person, Trenautomobile,
with
automatic Big garden spot. Located on holnes Drive-In, 12th
& ChestApril-16-C transmission. Many
14miles of ser- 641 North. Contact Robert Wig- nut
TFC
SPECIAL: Koneleas catfish din- vice remaining on this oar. Park- gins at Wiggins Furniture bener, $1.35. Use & Ann's Truck er Ford Used Car Dept. Phone tween 8:00 a. m. and 5:30 p. as. WANTED-Young man mechsnStop Cafe, Highway 641, Hazel, 753-8273.
14-36-C Phone753-4566. Couples or cou- Wally inclined to service mobile
CUB TRACTOR, Now, disc, Ky.
ples with children only. TFC homes. Apply in person at MurII-36-C
1966 OPEL Kaden, 2-door secultivators (disc, scratcher, shoray Mobile Homes, Hwy 641
vels), mower, planter mid fen GORDON'S FISH & Fruit Mart- dan. A local one owner car with 4-BEDROOM one panelled) two- South.
14-27-C
et,
Highw
ay
Uhler etc. All for $700.00.
94, 2 miles west of 4-speed transmiesion. A sharp story brick home for rent. New
C. G. Eggriers
WANT
ED:
Part or full time
Ferry Bridge. Fresh small car. Parker Ford Used gas furnace, carport, large utili, 904 Chickasaw, Paris,
ty. Excellent location, 1000 waitress Apply in person after
Phone 642-4978. M-27-P Kentucky Lake catfish every Car Dept. Phone 753-5273.
3:00
p.
day. Vine ripe tomatoes, field
m. at Tom's Pizza PaM-211-C Sharp Street. Available March
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Chopper. grown, 150 lb. by the
22 Key is at 205% N. 10th St. lace.
14-31-C
basket.
WORD PUZZLE """ Y.11"
.
""uzzi.
Very good condition, new motor Standard gas 29
1964
FORD
Falco
n Future con- Murray. Write Bob Gus, 1618
9/10 per. gal.
WANT
ED:
Cook
and
and reconditioned transmission, Wholesale and
Trai
vertib
Prog
ning
waitre
le.
ram
A springtime special S. W. 10th Street, Ft. Laude
sses
MOO
BOO
WOU
U
ACROSS
Retail. Open 7
3-Limb
springer front end, floaters bar days a week.
with automatic transmission. dale, Fla. Phone 524-5341. r- Contact El Pine Inn Restaurant,
0000 015167 00110
4-Former Russian
looking lei•
•ppewwwitry?
April-24-C
TFC Highway 68 at Jonat
1 Talk idly
ruler
UPOM
mounts. Call 753-6199 after
Parker Ford Used Car Dept.
han Creek.
Chub ihme j.0 •ilverwisges with
6 Attain
OM
Weird
5
A WARM WELCOME always Phone 753-8273.
5:00 p. m.
NEW
3-BEDROOM house on
A-1-C
• Compowy Wee is Yogi...ins w11-26-C
TIPNC await
11 Prescribed way
D00
6 Sun god
s you at "The Wishing
South 16th Street. Available AVON
•er.
• liege expiemie. pm12-Come
rest
00S
0150
to
7-Print
, add to yout family in0 00E0
ers
HUBERT'S TRADING Post and Well" in Western
1963 S-Twenty-two Comet 2- April 15. $110.
grans We weed 25 mew f•• this
0U1iMOU MUCOOG
Auto. Come
measure
00 per month. come Only a few
14-Mans
door sedan. Black and white Phone 753-39
Antiques, on Hazel Hwy. All in and browse aroun
hours
preemie - !welly sod is *Wet
daily.
nekname
MONO 3002I BEIM
8 Perform
03.
d. 14-26-C
14-27-C Start your own busin
••••6.
vinyl interior, bucket seats and
.prirts for hanging lamps and
ess now.
15-Clayey earth
9 Cut up
00N GOO
17 Carry
NUM00 MO OWOM
kerosene lamps, also have old GET RID of pests, they woe" 4-speed transmission. A local TWO-BEDROOM furnished ga- Become an Avon Representat10-More torrid
here is what our training
III-Fruit used
11 FrOiK
program offers you:
fashioned orgao with 'tool. Al- leave on their own Termites to car. Parker Ford Used Car Dept rage apartment, fenced in back ive. Write Mrs. Evelyn L
13-Paper measure
ZO Unruh crowds
HIDOU
Brown,
: most new electric range. Buy, right on eating if you Limon Phone 753-5273.
• 5 day week.
11-26-C yard. Phone 753-6119.
M-27P Shady Avon Mgr., Disk 440,
UNOT
23 Parent teacher
/
• Complete training in the
Grove Road, Marion,
and sell daily. Will buy your them. Kelly's Pest Control is the
group (mut )
16-Solitary
credit profession-No prior
24 Short packet
old wagon wheels. Phone 492- answer, locally owned and op 1967 MERCURY Cougar 2-door NEWLY DECORATED 2-bed- Kentucky 42064.
19-Fees
34-Food program
44-Peels
experience needed - Earn
26-Growing out of
21 Sour
crated for 20 years. We can be hardtop with a 289 V-& This room furnished apartment with
8714.
47-Falsifier
36-Posts
M-28-C
while
you
learn-No
sellkitche
Printer'
28
is
n
s
local
and
a
22-Blemish
car
49-Distance
den.
in
topfli
Air
ght
condit
reached 24 hours a day. If it's
conion37-Land surrounded
ing involved.
measure
measure
25-Metal fasteners
dition. Parker Ford Used Car er, carpet and electric heat.
ANTIQUE TRUNKS, bells, pots, a pest call us. Phone
by water
52-Inlet
29 Kind of foot race 27 Slaves
• Good starting salary phis
753-3914. Dept.
38-Profound
Marri
WANT
jars, bottles of all kinds. Home- Umber Chamber
ed
ED
coupl
Phone
e
TO
753-52
only.
73. 14-26-C
54-Small rug
Located
BUY
31 Rubbers on
bonus-with planned salof Commerce
30 Irish poet
40 Decayed
57-Chinese mile
100 South 13th Street. May be
made pot hewer trees. Willie's and Builders Associ
pencils
ary progression while in
32 Babylonian
ation LCP- 1965 'THUNDERBIRD Landau. seen
41-Pleasing to the
WANTED: Used panel truck
58-Symbol ton tin
at Kelly's Peet Control.
Place, just off 121 on Potter- 195. Kelly's Pest
33-Told falsehood
in
training.
hero
taste
60-Negative
Control, 100 A luxurious automobile with
good condition. Prefer a
35-Shade
• Advance to Managerial
ChevAnn Road, 614 Hwy. H-M
wC rolet. Call 753-45
-26-C So. 13th Street, phono 753-3914. power steering, power brakes
2
3
4
5 rAirk:6
7 III9
10 *2
36 Put in- wrong
16.
position within z to 3
-M-31-C
405
H-M-26-C and factory air. This is a one NEW TWO - BEDROOM apartplace
years.
BASTER DUCKS have arrived.
:•)...?
ft
, • Outsta
Approac
••••••
12
13
hes
39
nding employee
owner Kentucky car in A-1 con- ment, ceramic tile bath. H as
Come for your order now. Mur- EDNA MILLER is now
:•::::
III
-Coniun
working dition
42
t
FAMI
ion
c
LY
OF
Five
benefit
includ
compa
desires to buy
s
e
ny
14
drape
s,
Mil,15
ray Hatchery, South 4th Street part time at Doris'
air-co
Parke
.
nditio
r
Ford
ning,
Used
Car
stove. used tent traile
1.6 ;Pi:ak:17
43 Precipitous
Beauty Sa.
paid pension plan. Hosr camper. Write
:4.5/44:
9
45 Winter
M-28-C C4111 753-7457.
14-27-C Box 32-H, c/o
M-28-C lon. Call 753-8474 for appoint. Dept. Phone 753-5273.
pltalixatkes. Surgical and
Is
E20
Ledge
r
&
Times
1t9
precipit
.
ation
meat
Medica
covera
Major
l
ge,
14-31TWO
Murra
C
1962
1963 MONARCH Mobile home,
-BEDROOM trailer. Elec
y giving details. 14-27FORD FAIRLANE 500, 4
46 Sick
24
25 nill
free life insurance, em2I•
door sedan with 260 V-8. Stand- tric heat air conditioner. Rent,
10' x 52. May be seen at Hale's LEADING TRIPLE
48 Vapor
ployee education plan and
IA:1:
A rated
•
..
S
$50.0
50-Devoured
29
0 per month. Phone 489 WANTED: Good used Ford
Lock Shop, Five Poona. Phone home_ manufacturers
ard transmission and VirlYt.i1r
30 0
,31
37
III
more.
many
of sectionor
Si Den
Ferguson tractor. 1950 to
753-5980.
Ild
1/ yew or. mg* 21 t• as and
M-28-C 44 homes, FHA and VA approv- tenor. A local one owner car. 3623
1955
53-Formally
:a
..model. With or without
ed Wanted in the Murray, Ken- Parker Ford Used Car Dept.
ewe • ear. yew way b• able I.
'A
•••
.
kfut 4.-4r
precise
v.,
...e4
blade.
,'434 MODEL Week-End-Er. T
Phone 753-5273.
sweity.
Cases
Phone
diploma
x tucky area, a builder-dealer.
•••4
36 37
'S31
M-2
Symbol
for
753-7
55
8-C
3QLor 753-7770.
For
camper trailer. Phone 753eems Iligk Scheel gradreivies
teilurwm
information
and
brochures, 1964 VOLKSWAGEN camper
WANTED TO RENT
6633.
42
i•icif 43
ill
es agallei. F., !wither inhere..
•45
56-Gastropod
M-28-C write: Regional Sales
lie,
•
Manager, and 1960 Volkswagen sedan.
mollusks
Nem ea
46
Bill
47 :•:•::.: 48
WANTED: One or two-bedroom
Stringfield, 26 Binks Drive, Good condit
49 :if 50
1963 FALCON Future, one own59
Kite
ion. Phone 753-7630.
C. P. Williams
FOR &Ake OR LEASE
unfurnished house out of city
•
er, 4-door economy model Clarksville, Tenn. 37040. M-31-C
61 Flow off
51
.
52 !XS;
i•;
• all
M-2104 limits on paved
54
5;
62 Surgical thread
Woilensak tape recorder; O.
road.
Must
have FOB. SALE or lease. 3.75
.:::: MI
E. "BELTONE factory fresh
acres
hear- 1965 CHEVROLET Impala eon; running water and bath. Rent fire'
South
Stereo record player; Dominion
side
Manor
DOWN
60
cured tobacco base Write
ing aid batteries for all make vertible.
01
Phone 753-6702
portable automatic oven: Lawn
!It:-.
Real sharp car! Phone reasonable. Phone 753-1916 and Airport Board
hearing aids, Wallis Drip
, Box 472, Mur+Ned
..9,x
1 -Courteous
::•:4-62
753-5029.
Murray, Kentucky
Mower, 3% H. P.; child's Way.
14-26-P ask for Mary.
TFNC ray, Kentucky 42071.
"M
Symbol tor
•5
2
X
10:•
14-26-C
H-Irc
house, plywood; Garden tools
ruthenium
it, tr by United. Featur,
lea e,
1912 CHEVROLET Impala 2eater hose; chest of draw- CALL 753-8061 for pure
city door hardtop. Good shape. Win
line:king chair; car bed: car drinking water. Will pump
and sell for $500.00. Call 753-8143
1.812 Sunset or call 753- flush out your cistern. Ask
a- Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
M.
bout Precast concrete cister
ns after 6:00 p. m.
14-211-P PEANUTS
for trailer, home or cabin
CARUE DROWN ,
use.
LfOU AfZE PED8ABLY AWARE -MAT A
-THE (1)4q I SEE 1T,CHARLIE
Sam Harris Water
1967
VOLK
SWAGEN. Excellent
Service,
BUY WOOL SLACKS and sweat- Route
'MINK I KNOW
L055 OF SODIUM AMP WATER DOE TO
BRGON, OUR PROBLEM 15
5, Murray, Ky.
condit
ion.
Phone 753-8555.
A-1-P
ers at half price. Spring sportsItli*?
LOGE 50
INCREASED PERSIIRATiON PRODUCES
HgPONATREMIA°
"
11-26-C
wear arriving now. Stop rig
1 .411A1.1?
.
BALL GAMES.
A DECREASE IN ThtE CIRCULATING
sae. The Stripe Shop,
1963 PLYMOUTH Valiant SigADVERTISEMENT
BLOOD VOLUME AND ULTIMATELY
Aprii.sc
South 4th at.
FOR CONSTRUCTION RIDS net 2-door hardtop. Automatic
C RCt)LATOR COLLAPSE ...
, Sealed Proposals will be
transm
ission
and
bucke
ret seats.
GREY NIGHTCRAWLERS and ceived
A
by
local
the
car
that
Murra
y
is
clean. Park7tikd worms. Be sure and try
No. 3
Water District Board of Water er Ford Used Car Dept.
Phone
these Grey Night-crawlers! For
Commissioners at the Circuit 753-5273.
14-26-C
this vicinity the Grey Night Court
Room,
Callo
way County 1966
crawlers are very new. They are
MUSTANG 2-door hardtop.
Court House, Murray, Kentu
cky 6 cylinder,
resistant to heat and to cold
automatic transmisuntil 2:00 P. M., Central
Stand- sion. An
5-16
For your bait needs, Call 753 ard
exceptionally clean loTime, April 3, 1969, for
2450, or see Lee Smith on the
cal car. Parker Ford Used
furnishing labor and materi
Car
als
New Concord Highway. Watch and
performing all work as Dept. Phone 753-5273.
11-26-C
for the sighs.
TFNC herein described.
TWO (2) 1967 FORD
300 convertibles. Both ofGalmde
The
work
to
be
perfo
rmed
•
these
carpets with ease. Blue is
are local clean cars.
as follows.
Convert•
makes the nib a breeze.
ible
time is Here'" Parke
Contract II-Construct a 50,MIND
r WOULD YOU
Rent electric shampooer $1.
000 gallon elevated steel wader Ford Used Car Dept. Phone 753
Tidwell's Paint Store.
14-29-C storage tank,
spherical in shape 5273.
cjiRpET colors.
100king dim? and mounted on a
single steel 1952 MODE
-IP
L 30 Ferguson
Binng 'em beck-give 'em vim. pedestal with an overflow height
tor. Excellent condition and treer-43 Blue Lustre! Rent electric 110 feet above the .ground and
perfect rubber. Parker Ford
Western Ants. miscellaneous other
Used
items ineluding the tank foundation and Car Dept. Phone 753-5273.
cathodic protection, all as shown
' M-264
CAMPING Trailer, 15 ft. fully1 on the Contr
act Drawings and 1968 CAMERO SS 369 with
furnished. Real nice and ideal called for in
Rally
the Contract Speen Sport packag on it, all
gauge
4-* outing. Call 753-7728 or fications.
Grey with black vinyl roof. s.
Full
753-7438.
14-26-C Plans and Specifications may stripes. Phone
489-2181. 14-27-P
be
exami
ned
at
the
follo
TREAT RUGS right, they'll
wing
1964 CHEVELLE SS, 4-s
peed.
a delight if cleaned with Blue places:
Edwar
d
T.
Hanna
n
& Assoc- Phone 753-8402 after 4:00 p. m.
Lustre. Rent eigktric shampooe
iates,
Inc.,
Paduc
ah,
M-27-P
Kentucky;
$1. Big K
or may be obtained from
EdLAKE COTTAGE - Instant liv ward T. Hannan & Associates, 1967 COUGAR, new $1775.00.
Mg in a completely furnished Inc., located at 2221 Broadway Phone 753-8555.
M-28-P
ready to live in home. The Paducidn Kentucky, upon re- 1966 CHEVROLE
T
Super Sport.
chwest way to buy a second cepit of deposit in the following Power steeri
ng and brakes.
hIbe. Murray Mobile Homes, amounts:
Low mileage. V-8 with
VOli MEAN PAGES FROM
autoHwy. 641 South. Phone 733matic. Phone 753-8359. M-28-C I WANT TO THANK `IC)L1 FOR.
Contract 1:1 - $25.00.
WILLIAM
The deposit of contractors
STRAIGHTENING UP MY HOUSE
SHAKESPEARE'S
makin
SUE.
g legal bids will be reAND I WONDERED
REAL Announcements and
PLAY, RZLLO
AUCTION BALI
turned upon receipt of the plans
ABOUT SOME PAPERS
. See a complete mitaof all types of invitations, and documents in good condi- AUCTION: Saturday, March 29, THAT! DROPPED BEHIND
tion, if said plans and docu- 1969, 1 p. m., at
7146pBOOKCASE...
ements,
the L. T. Easley
personalized
at a low price everyone ments are returned within ten home in Coldwater Wil' Sell:
days after the date of bidding. House of
afford. Call Paul Mick, 753furnit
The deposit of any noobidder, cooking utensi ure, appliances,
after 5 p. m.
ls, dishes and an14-27-P upon return
ing plans and docu- tiques. Living room
UTY SHOP equipment, Will ments u outline above, will be room mite, dinnet suite; bedte set; stove;
refunded in the amount equal refrigerator.
cheap. Phone 489-3302.
Antique glass and
to
60
perce
nt
of
the
China. Aladdin
deposit.
M-27-C
Sealed bids shall be clearly mold, pie safe, lamp, butter
glass
DUPLEX 19 cubic foot refrig- marked on
the outside, "Sealed chen cabinet, marble front kiterator-freezer, coppertone. New Bid For a Steel
top dressWater Store's er over 100 years
with slight damage Dick & Tank for the
old. Trunk,
Murray No, 3 kettles, jars, jugs,
Dunn, 118 South 12th. M-27-C Wafer District,
too many
Murray, Ken- other Items to menti
on. Sale
by Otto Chester's
FULL SIZE 4' x 8' P30 tucky." .
Auction .SerBids may be mailed to The vice, Lynn
ble with equipment. Heavy taGrove, ky., Phone
b12.1or home use. Call 753-4712 Peoples Bank Branch Office, Ha- 433-4042.
11"P
zel Road, Murray, Kentucky diRs only.
1426-C Attention:
Mr. William E. Dod(THAT WERE AS
ONE LARGE box girls size 6 son, Chairman, Murray No.
3
AH
NOPE.dresses and short sets. Excellent Water District. All bids maile
GO
NOT ME!!
SATISFYIN'AS A
d
THAS5 MOOSIC TO
TOO LATE 'CEPT IT5
MAH-61 g
condition. All for $25.00. Phone or modifications thereto shall
(
iri
.
'HEAD- AN'S STRICKLY
TURKEY DINKIERRI NGI N'EARS!!'-ALL AH
TO
GIT
be
753-3903.
in
ME
the
hands
WHO'
S
of the Water
14-27-C
NONV
WAR
N'T
IOLE
IT,
NT!!
WID
DER
WAS SOLD Ti-I' WORLD CRC
District Chairman before
WHATEVER GITTIPC
2.00
!!
ME!!
USED STOVE and refrigerator. P. M.,
FRUITFUL?
Or PAT RIOATS TO T)-4'
Central Standard Time,
THE
Y
Phone 753-7498.
14-27-C April 13, 1969. .
RUSSI
'TWERE!!
GOT?
Bids shall be accompanie
1968 MODEL Stylemar 12' x 50'
d by
MASS
a
certified check or bid bond
Full%time only. Apply
mobile home. Carpet in living
rode. air conditioner and king payable to the Murray No. 3
in person Wednesday
Water District in an amoun
sue bed. Phone 753.7447.
t not
or Thursday, at
less than
M-21.0 base bid five percent of the
1.100 GALLON water tank. A-1
MURRAY, NO. 3 WATER
eondition. Price $100.00. Phone
DISTRICT
08-8628.
W W iam OE Dodson,
14-27-C
Hwy. 641 So.
Chairman
Next to Holiday Inn
FOOT Aluminum John Boat March 25,
1969
years old. Price $55.00
m27
worm Mo.. Mnivr...1
ITC
ne. 753-4516.
3.26*
.14-27-C

C

electric
ironer,
OI Teo bowling balls with
Lipper bags, $5.00 eiach. Filing
cabinet, legal size, 3 drawers,
$20.00. Golf clubs, 8 irons,
$10.00. Phone 753-7825 after
5:00 p. m.
M.27-C

C

Assistant Managers
for

CROSS

mom

le Ibm

$499

r•

uommomu
Limon

miumnan mem
omnn ram
non nmorg

25*

- 4-oz.

II

49*
59*
1

29*
35*
39*
23*
29*

6,
-

UR
ilinni
pg 3
9

Time Finance Co.

69°
29°

- 1-lb.
46 oz.
ran

by Charles M. Schulz

A

14.04-bes

Nancy

10 lbs. 69*
79*
37.
87*
_ 3/1.00

2/35*

PASTING

.
ar .

_ 590
_ 390
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RAGE TWELVE
T HI LEDGER

New Backyard Canopy;
A Do-It-Yourself Roof!

Jordan Student
Is Speaker For
Memorial Church

TIMES —

Funeral Rites Are
Held For Mrs. West

MURRA.Y. KENTUCKY

WEDNESDAY

MARCH 26. 1989

Cancelling
Can Work
Both Ways

.

•

The funeral services for Mrs.
The adults and young people Maud Annis West were held to
if Memorial Baptist Church day at two p.m. at the chapel of
heard Ghasan Halms. of Am- the Max H. Churchill Funeral
man, Jordan daring the Train- Home with Rev. Doane Wheat
ley officiating.
ing Union Mar Diedse. A
Or
Pallbearers were Marvin Howdes major at the uthoreity. Mr.
Mimes is the fourth illeesse. ard, Billy Howard. Joe RichardBy DICK WIEST
keel Mame be be spellhibbil son, Bob Richardson, Howard
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Folduring international Heath" at Kelso, and Earl Doran, all nep- lowing the disclosure that
a
hews of the deceased. Interment Maryland motorist had
the church.
his auto
Mr. Halassa discussed the re- was in the Young Cemetery insurance cancelled becaus
e his
ligious and political history of with the arrangements by the house was dirty, other
cases of
H. Churchill
the Near East from the time of Max
seemin
gly capricious remeltsFuneral
the earliest nomadic tribes of Home.
ions have been coming to light.
Mrs. West. age M, died Tuesthe Fertile Crescent to the preFor example, a young housesent day conflicts between day at the Parkview Convalas
wife in Virginia reported that
Arabs and Israelis. The faith cent Home, Paducah.
Survivors are one daughter, an insurance company refused
and enthusiasm of early Mos
to renew the policy on her ear
Ions enabled them to rule this Hrs. Delorus Rhodes; four step
because of "personal habits
area during the 7th-13th cen• daughters, Mesdames Minnie
?within your household.“-,
'
tury and to extend their in- Howard, Kula Armstrong, Lur
POIPOOD Prof. V. J. Meyer
s and his family enjoy a picnic snack
dile
Since the company failed to
Jones,
fluenc
and
e
Trudy
from
the borders of
Hiller;
isi the diode of rite buckle-shell
roof he built within one day.
China, around northern Africa one son, Albert Lee West; three specify what sorts of "personal
to
Portugal
and
by JAMES N. MILLER
southern sisters, Hrs. Mary Doran, Hrs. habits" it had in mind, the lady
Central Press A asociatton Corresponden
France. Turkish and British rule Anie Armstrong, and Mrs. Mar- was understandably upset. She
t
LAFAYETTE, Ind.--If your house
has a big yard or an estate, succeeded the Moslem rule re gie Bayer; two brothers, Brown didn't even know whether it
your dad or husband may be interested
and Ed Howard; nine grand- was something she could blame
in a -do it yourself' roof spectively.
developed here at Purdue University.
After World War I, a Russian children; thirteen great grand- on her husband.
It's a new kind of canopy
that can be completed in a single day.
children.
Start Striking lank
Jew made a sympathetic
• W.
agreeThere are four intriguing potentials
If insurance companies are
for immediate family use: ment with the Queen to
16 Of 27 KILLED IN PLANE
set up
as a picnic shelter, carport or patio
CRASH A propeller of Pi World War
cover; or the "ready roof" a Jewish estate in
getting all that nosey, and fasII vintage plane lies on
the runway near the
Palestine.
can be fastened directly to building
smouldering wreckage iback
foundations to enclose a Thus, under the
Bode Adams Dies
tidious, it may be time for us
groundi after the plane crashed at
New Orleans International
British manswimming pool.
Airport killing 1* of, the_
policy-ho
lders
date, thousands of Jews from At Texa
27 persons aboard. The plane was
to start striking
"Ssacicie-shell" is the name given
taking prominent members of
s; Native
to the revolutionary roof.slt Germa
IL Tennessee sports
back.
men's t•hili on .1 hunt in Central
n concentration camps
hoes a new building principle called
America.
the "hyperbolic-paraboloid.Of
I reeminmend the treatment I
Calloway County
were brought into Palestine, be
This is "stranger and cheaper than conventional
beam-and-rafter
office
gave my insurance agent the
recently I noticed there
continued. The Arabs revolted
stets. Fewer supports are needed and
so the paperwork piled up on
more headroom Is avail"SHOULD FIT"
were some cigarette 'butts on
other day.
able because rafters are eliminated"
against this procedure because
me. I usually run a tight ship."
Bode
Adams
of Lubbock, Texa
"I want to cancel my auto the floor."
Such a roof derives its strength
the
immig
rant
Jews
were sup
from mutually-supporting
and
a native of Calloway County insurance," I told him
arelass that cross at right an
"I can explain that," the agent
planting them in business and
over the
died Monday at 6 cm. in a phone.
glea. One arch curves up. the terial. Howev
said, a note of panic creeping
"Okay," I said. "I'm willing
LONDON UPI • An unsatisfied
er, this kind of land, he said. Britain tried to
other down, a plinciple bor- foam is soft
"What's the matter?" be said. into his voice. "My secretary to give you a six-week extension, customer sent the following lettand the professor's correct the situation by restrict. hospital there. He was R.
rowed from nature. The tent immediate
"Haven't
problem was, could lag the Jewish community in
we
always
given tipped over an ashtray and we which should be enough time er to his English tailor;
Funeral services were held
caterpillar's pest, for example, some
, prompt attention to your dam- didn't have time to clean it zip to get the place tidied up. But "I was very displeased with
practical way be found various ways end
by dit;idlog Tuesday at two pm.
galas strength by being curved to stiffen the
at the age claims?'
I'm warning you,
before you arrived."
foam'
the land area; however, both First
be back the suit when I first saw it, but
In two directions.
Baptist Church in Lub• • •
"Perhaps so," I said. "But for a white glove inspection at I feel sure that if the trousers
"You certainly have," I said.
groups rebelled against this pro- bock
Here's how the "buckle-shellwith the burial also held
PROF. MEYERS discovered positi
"And haven't we been gene- that doesn't explain why your the end of that period. And were lengthened, pockets alteron. There has been eon- there.
is made, according to Prof. V. that, if a thin
layer of reinfore- tinous
rous in our allowances for desk was so cluttered. Frankly, that doorknob had better be ed, seat and zips re - done, pocunrest ever since, said
J. Meyers, one of its developers mg materi
al such as fibrous
I have seldom seen such a polished."
repair bills?"
the speaker. .„
To a flat sheet of plastic foam glass was
kets of the jacket changed, the
applied over a light
Mr. Adams was born Dee. 3t, "Gene
(foamed polystyrene.) one to cover
rous to a fault," I said. messy looking desk."
A Christian from- the Greek
jacket lengthened and sleeves coof epoxy resin to a core
1381
in
Callo
way
"Thanks awfully much," he
County, the son "Then why do you want
"Please," he begged. "Don't
two inches thick, add a thin made
rrected plus the lapels and chest
to
of plastic foam, then an Orthodox Church, Mr. Halms of the late Tom
Adams and cancel?"
stiffening- layer-of epoxy-im- extrem
hold that against me. I was said, sighing with relict "That'r size tailored
ely rigid yet still light. indicated that the Moslems of Betty
It would fit me well
Hanlai
all
n
I'm
pregnated fibrous glass. Then weight
asking
Adams
for
.
fright
He
is
just
was
fully
a
busy
Butts on Floor
that day and
and I should be pleased with it
shell could be formed. h' horneland believe that God
marrie
buckle it by pushing in from
second
d
chance
63
."
years
ago
one
to
of
the "Well, when I was in your
my assistents was sick,
How could it be shaped eas. replaced Jesus with a notorious
for years."
the edges at various points - ily7
In small-scale tests, using criminal at the moment prior former Ida Ellison, also of
and the result is "a roof ideal ' thin
Callo
way
Count
y, and the sitt=
pieces of plastic foam cut to the crucifixion. This
is the
for family cookouts.rives. The couple moved to
from 2x2-inch squares and push- main point
of difference he
• • •
' ing in on corners. Prof. Meyers tween
the two religions. Juda- Texas two years after they were
METERS goes on to ex- found that
a flat plate of thix ism and
Christianity were toler- married and had lived than
plain: "Such .ii roof is light and *Axe could
be buckled quickl ated
during the Moslem rule for 61 years at the time of his
adds very little dead weight to into
an almost endless variety of
and their prophets are still death. He was mitred from the
a structure. It eliminates the intere
sting shapes.
Wooten Wholesale Co.
need for and expense of the I
Here's good news for enthus- greatly respected and revered
usual supports or forms that 1 *Retie
Survivors include his wife; one
do-it-yourselfers: If the as is Mohammed.
have to be put up to build a I Purdu
Prior to the Training Union sister, Mrs. Onas Thompson
e research' is carried just
conventional, full-size roof and a
hour, Hr. Halassa and Barry of Puryear and one brother,
few steps further, it couldl
m
than have to be taken down. be
111101NON
that within a few 'Ninth. Corbin, who served as student Charlie Adams of Wiswell, Ky.,
C0
Furthermore, by its very nature, you
will be able to' build
sponsor from the local BSLY, the last ones from a family
'
.. 3
'7
4 '
2
of
1
a buckle-shell roof in insulated self,
,
.;
,e
°•P, ,
I
..S .-1
possibly for less than Y"r.
.
p
were
1
,
the
,
dinner guests in the 13 children. He leaves a number
$.300
and waterproofed roof."
a wonderful lightweight but home of Mr.
and Mrs. Th011131 of relatives in Henry County,
Early in his research Prof. tough,
weatherproof and well- Wilkins, the
host family of the among whom is a nephe
Meyers decided to try out plas- insula
w,
ted roof, carport or picnic week.
tic foam as his mayor roof ma- - shelte
J. W. Thompson.
r. All within one day.
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Census — Adults .... 109
DENVER UPI - "Don't
you
remember me" asked the man
who walked up to a motel clerk
Clayton Halverson. "I'm the
guy
who robbed you last time. I'm
here to rob you again."
Halverson remembered - and
handed over $325.

"HIDDEN COSTS"

PIPE mats ',amino --Chicago firemen cut off a 6-foot
length of 2-inch metal pipe that entered the chest and came
Out the back of Robert MacMahan. 29. Florissant,
Mo
when a car in which he was riding went out of control
and
ripped out more than 100 feet of chain link fence
along
Lake Shore Drive. He was reported in critical condit
ion

LONDON UP! - There are"
den costs" to running Britain's
superhighways, Robert Brown
of
the Ministry of Transport
told
rliament. For example, he said
during the past six months superhighway roadside establishmen
ts
have lost 1,000 yards of pull
chains from the lavatories and
7,500 teaspoons from restaurlents.

CentenniQScrapbookielin
20-c Viscount Palmenitort,

Her

Majesty's

Prime Minister, saw no advantage
to Queen Victoria's realm in supporting
construction of a ship-canal, Mediterranea
n to
Red Sea_ So the Universal Company of
the
Maritime Suez Canal, organized in 1E56,
was
financed largely in France. Egypt's Khedi
ve
was made a majority stockholder rr
the
concession.
Borne use of the 100-mile waterway began
in 1847, eight years after construction
be-

gan, though official opening was
in 1869. A
procession of U vessels was led
by the
French imperial yacht L'Aigie. with
the Empress Eugenie aboard, from Port Said
lighthouse to Sues Roads.
With India made a British
possession, a
brilliant new Prime Minister,
Disraeli, undid
Pahnerston's blunder. The KhedI
ve was
pressed into selling the Suez
Canal controlling shares to Britain.
CLARK KINNAIRD

Censu3 — Nursery ...
5
Adeslesions, March M. leee
Master Brian Hopkins, Route
1, Farmington; Sherrill Outland,
Route 4, Murray; James Duncan. Route 1, Dexter; Mrs. forthe Lovett, Route 4, Benton;
George
Crutcher, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Dr. Robert Alsup, 1711
Farmer Ave., Murray; L. D.
Drowns, Route 1, Mayfield; Melon Wyatt, 307 North 7th St.,
Murray; Mrs. Freda Wilson, Box
66, Puryear, Tenn.; Baby girt
Nance, 221% South 12th Street,
Murray; Mrs. Bessie Waldrop,
1603 Ryan, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Ilene Evans, 202 South
11th Street, Murray; Master
Brian Hopkins, Route 1, Farmington; Artell Magness, Route
1, Lynn Grove; Earnesteen Ski
ner, Pine Street, Murray; Miss
Gail Elkins, Dexter; Hiss Kimberly Hale, Route 1, Dexter
,
Mrs. Helen Darnell, Route
2,
Farmington; Mrs. Emma Stom,
Route 1, Almo; N. P. Pascha
ll,
Route 2, Murray; Mrs. Elizabeth
Dowdy, Route 3, Murray; Georg
e
Pennington, Route 3, Murra
y;
Oury Hurt, Route 2, Murray
.

REACHES PEAK

WASHINGTON UPI - Forest
Service chief Edward P.
Cliff
says present sources of lumber
In Western old-growth forest
s,
young timber in the South and
North and Canadian forests "will
not be adequate to meet projec
ted

demands for wood products,"

Asst. Commerce Secretary
Kenneth N. Davis Jr. said the
Commerce Diaertment, however,
believes lumber prices "have
reached their peak and should
begin to turn downward."
Cliff
and Davis testified Friday before
the Senate housing and urban
affairs subcommittee, which
is
studying timber shortages and
soaring home building costs.

Stokely's - No. 3 can

PINEAPPLE

MUSHROOMS — 4-ox.

termini of the Coital for opening of the Suev

oat,
." si and -'Nara% lag from Frank
Im•ii.••• Illustrated Ni%tarper." 1866.

ca. 29( * CORN
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Serve This Tasty Lenten
Dish...
Tuna & Veg-All Main Dish
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* *
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POTATOES (NEW)

3 lbs.

GRAPEFRUIT G
SWEET POTATOES

50
lb.12%°
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each

'

Marzettis (mild but zesty)

,

Horseradish Sauce

4 4

FOR BEEF OR HAM
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TOMATOES

Country

CHEESE 111/1(1E.__ - -- -- 49( le 49f
SUN
08,c

ONION RINGS ---.29°, ,__

1.1

Fulgers
coffee

, ..

:1/4,
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2 lbs: $149

fr
Sunshine Lemon Cooler
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SECAUCUS, N. J. UPI - The
local Chamber of Comme
rce thinks ?nail deliveries are taking
tee long and have set out
to do
something about it,
They started their own
delivery of unstamped letters
by a
make-shift "Pony Express"
John Werner and his trusts
steed
Jack.
A chamber spokesman
said
the first delivery took "half
the
time" of revular mail
deliveries.
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OLD 0024)1EY COUNTRY BRAND

ERWIN'S 641 COUNTRY
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20° * GREEN BEANS

FIELD'S FINEST ALL-MEAT

WIENERS
HAM
SAUSAGE
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* LIMAS
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.09

MINUTE STEAK
BAKING HENS

35( 290 35(
BUTTERLAND VEGETABLES
Seasoned
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NEW "PONY EXPRESS"
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GREEN GIANT 470,1.
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